Generation of 3D representative volume elements for heterogeneous materials: A review
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ABSTRACT

This work reviews state of the art representative volume element (RVE) generation techniques for heterogeneous materials. To this end, we present a systematic classification considering a wide range of heterogeneous materials of engineering interest. Here, we divide heterogeneous solids into porous and non-porous media, with \( 0 < \text{void volume fraction} < 1 \) and \( \text{void volume fraction} = 0 \), respectively. Further subdivisions are realized based on various morphological features. The corresponding generation methods are classified into three categories: (i) experimental methods targeting reconstruction through experimental characterization of the microstructure, (ii) physics based methods targeting simulation of the physical process(es) responsible for the microstructure formation and evolution, and (iii) geometrical methods concentrating solely on mimicking the morphology (ignoring the physical basis of the microstructure formation process). These comprise of various mathematical tools such as digital image correlation, tessellation, random field generation, and differential equation solvers. For completeness, relevant up-to-date software tools, used at various stages of RVE generation – either commercial or open-source – are summarized. Considered methods are reviewed based on their efficiency and predictive performance with respect to geometrical and topological properties of the microstructures.

© 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Materials science is often concerned with understanding structure-property relationships in materials. At a small enough scale, all natural and synthetic materials are heterogeneous. That is, they are either composed of domains of different materials, such as a composite, or the same material in different states, such as a polycrystal. The properties of a heterogeneous material depend on microstructural features (adapting [1]), which are often controlled by fabrication, alloying, and processing, e.g., heat treatment, for instance:

- properties of the constituent(s),
- geometry of the constituent(s): their distribution, orientation, shape and volume fraction,
- nature and characteristics of the interfaces (resp. interphase) between different constituents.

In this work, we discuss modeling related issues pertaining to the second one, that is, the geometric arrangement of the constituents. If the geometry and/or properties of the constituents govern the mechanical response of the heterogeneous materials, we refer to them as materials with microstructure or microstructured materials. The scale at which the microstructure emerges simply relates to the average domain size. It does not necessarily have to be the microscale. It can equivalently be at nanometer-, millimeter-, or meterscale, see Fig. 1.

The classical continuum approximation does not account for microstructural details within the material. Micromechanics, on the other hand, allows a detailed modeling of the internal structural arrangement of a heterogeneous material by treating each constituent as a continuum. While doing so, it relies on the concept of a representative volume element (RVE) or repeating unit cell. In unit cells, the microstructure is approximated as periodic. However, the majority of microstructures in engineering materials are non-periodic.

An RVE is a material volume whose effective behavior is representative of that of the material as a whole [2]. Defining an RVE is possible for statistically homogeneous materials. The macroscopic stress and strain fields at a material point, as resulting from a boundary value problem (at the microscale), devising the fictitious homogeneous medium, are the averages of the microscopic stress and strain fields over any RVE centered at the same point. For this to hold, the condition of separation of scales \( L^p \ll L^\text{RVE} \ll L^M \) is to be satisfied [3–5], where \( L^p \), \( L^\text{RVE} \), and \( L^M \) denote the characteristic length associated with the microstructural features (e.g., inclusion size in matrix-inclusion composites or ligament diameter in bicontinuous composites), the RVE size and the characteristic size of the macroscopic body or the length scale associated with the fluctuations of the mechanical loading applied. Although the size of the RVE is irrelevant for a homogeneous fictitious material, in order to satisfy statistical representativeness the RVE must contain a sufficiently large volume for heterogeneous materials. The correct size of an RVE has been discussed in many contributions (cf. [5–20]) and strongly depends on the characteristics of the material such as number of phases and their spatial distribution.

There exist various analytical or computational techniques for the aforementioned averaging, which is also known as homogenization, from micro to macro. In the following, we provide the reader with a synopsis of each approach. For further details, the reader is referred to, e.g., [2–5,21–34], among others.
Analytical methods encapsulate effective-medium approximations which are also referred to as mean field methods. Initial representatives of this class of methods were proposed before the advent of computers. Due to the closed-form nature of the sought solution of the boundary value problem, these methods consider the immersion of smooth inclusions in an infinite matrix or an effective medium with simple microstructural information such as volume fraction and mean morphology of the inclusion. In this sense, an a priori satisfaction of the conditions of an RVE is implied. Thus, an explicit account for a finite- and ideally minimal-sized RVE is not given.

Mean field homogenization techniques commonly rely on Eshelby’s average strain concentration tensor estimation for a system consisting of an ellipsoidal inclusion embedded into an infinite medium [35], which is valid if interactions among inclusions can be neglected. As the concentration of the embedded inclusions increases, their interactions should be considered. This is for instance realized in the Mori-Tanaka mean field scheme by taking the effective field acting on each heterogeneity as the field average over the matrix [36,37]. For the same reason, the self-consistent method, which was originally proposed for aggregates of crystals by [38,39], replaces the problem of the interaction among many particles by the problem of one particle embedded in an unbounded effective domain [40,41].

Since mean field approaches are devoid of a requirement for domain discretization they constitute highly efficient candidates for successive homogenization over several separated scales for microstructures with complex hierarchical organization. Thus, among other studies, they have been successfully applied to polycrystals [42,43], porous materials [44–47], particulate composites such as concrete [48–51], fiber reinforced composites [52–54], bicontinuous composites [55], or the ultrastructure of mineralized tissues [56] and interfaces [57,58].

However, these methods have to be used with care, as e.g. classical two-phase mean field homogenization methods based on spherical phase shapes may have constraints with respect to phase volume fractions and may only deliver successful results if low volume fractions are considered. For example, they are not quantitatively accurate for general situations, e.g., for 50% void volume fractions negative effective bulk and shear moduli may be produced by the self-consistent method, or, an unbounded effective bulk modulus may be predicted for rigid inclusions of any volume fraction [2,22]. In addition, all methods relying on the dilute solution, as in the case of Mori–Tanaka scheme, lack normal-shear coupling [2]. Moreover, these methods only allow relatively simple microstructural features to be modeled, and thus, mostly deliver crude approximations falling short of accurately reflecting, especially the strongly fluctuating, microfields at the RVE scale [21]. This shortcoming renders the understanding of damage and failure mechanisms as a challenge, calling for significant mathematical expenditures and intricacies.

A more direct approach to this problem is provided by computational homogenization approaches which comprise finite elements, fast Fourier transform methods, finite volumes, finite differences, boundary elements, etc. In computational homogenization methods, one cannot a priori claim the required size of the RVE. Since, for computational efficiency purposes, the smallest volume element size which allows computation of effective properties such as elastic stiffness, conductivity (thermal or electrical), permeability (magnetic or fluid) or mean survival time, without reverting to a modeling attempt of the whole material domain, is sought for, the identification of the RVE size relies on an a posteriori analysis based on a process referred to as successive sample enlargement.

In addition to RVEs of existing microstructured materials, there is a major need for RVEs of materials which have not yet been manufactured. More and more often, computational mechanics scientists work hand in hand with materials scientists in the development of tailor-made microstructured material systems. Having understood large portions of the influence of microstructural parameters on the mechanical response, nowadays it is possible to optimize custom-designed...
microstructures. New materials are developed based on controlled variations of the microstructure - aiming at new categories of materials with optimized mechanical properties (e.g., improvement of strength-to-weight and stiffness-to-weight ratios of lightweight construction materials), multi-functionalized or even (in the case of metamaterials) unnatural properties. In these cases, there is a strong demand for the automatic generation of geometries in order to systematically vary geometrical features of the microstructure for a high throughput of simulations as neither sample production nor conducting experiments for a large number of specimens is an option.

This study reviews methods of generating 3D RVEs of microstructured materials for computational homogenization. Computational homogenization relying on volume discretization can account for complex morphological microstructural features of the constituents in addition to various nonlinearity sources. Besides providing the user with a full resolution of the local fields at the RVE scale, computational techniques make it possible to investigate various localization, damage and failure mechanisms which are not accessible by mean field approaches.

A systematic treatment of the methods of generating 3D RVEs for microstructured materials requires undertaking a challenging task: a classification of heterogeneous materials. Since heterogeneous materials exist in countless forms and compositions, our approach is inevitably pragmatic and practical rather than exhaustive. Our classification assumes the “space filling property” of the material domain to be the basis and divides the heterogeneous materials into non-porous and porous media, see also Fig. 2.

Non-porous materials are further divided into non-matrix materials, bicontinuous and matrix-reinforcement composites. Following the conventional practice, matrix-inclusion composites are split into particle and fiber reinforced composites.

Porous materials are divided into three main groups: fabrics, agglomerates and aggregates. With agglomerates, we take into account porous materials which are consolidated, existing as rigid, macroscopic bodies whose dimensions exceed those of the pores by many orders of magnitude. In contrast, aggregates represent unconsolidated, non-rigid, relatively loosely packed assemblages of individual particles where the particles are surrounded by a network of inter-particle pores. Agglomerates are stiff and withstand tensile loads whereas aggregates cannot unless interparticle cohesion is explicitly considered. Fabrics formed of a network of natural or artificial fibers can also withstand tensile loads but they are in general more flexible than agglomerates. Open and closed-cellular material systems and materials with dilute voids are considered as agglomerates whereas granular media, such as soil, sand, gravel or crushed stone are classified as aggregates. Fabrics are divided into two groups: woven and non-woven. The former is made by weaving, braiding, stitching or knitting whereas for the latter, fibers can be bonded mechanically as well as chemically or physically into a random web structure.

In the following, we review various RVE generation techniques separately for each class of microstructures. The corresponding generation methods are divided into three different approaches:

- experimental methods targeting reconstruction through experimental characterization of the microstructure,
- physics based methods targeting simulation of the physical process(es) responsible for formation of the microstructure, and
- geometry based methods concentrating solely on generation of the morphology (ignoring the physical basis of microstructural formation process).

This review provides a state of the art overview and benefits workers in various disciplines including mechanics, materials science, engineering, chemistry, physics, geophysics, biology, mathematics, and computer science who are conducting research on microstructured materials.

2. Non-porous solids

2.1. Polycrystals

A polycrystal is a space-filling solid composed of multiple grains, yielding a mosaic like microstructure, see for instance the two examples in Fig. 3. Grains, which are identical except in lattice or crystallographic orientation, are separated from...
Fig. 2. Classification of heterogeneous solids into porous and non-porous media. Based on various morphological features, these categories are further subdivided into different microstructure classes. See acknowledgements for information on figure copyrights and permissions to reprints.
each other by grain boundaries. Famous representatives of materials showing a polycrystalline microstructure at some length scale are metals, their alloys as well as ceramic materials, but also rocks and ice. In the following, we discuss RVE generation for grain microstructures (Section 2.1.1) as well as lamellar polycrystals (Section 2.1.2). Other polycrystalline microstructures are briefly addressed in Section 2.1.3.

2.1.1. Grain microstructures

2.1.1.1. Microstructure reconstruction from experimental data. While it is tempting to consider an RVE reconstructed from experimental data to be a “perfect” or true microstructure representation, one has to keep in mind that like all experimental measurements, 3D reconstruction approaches are also subject to some uncertainty, thus, inaccuracies emerge. Moreover, disadvantages of experimentally generated RVEs are: (i) a full representation of the investigated structure with all details may complicate the identification of the significant features and (ii) access to (in most cases very expensive) equipment is needed. Whenever the material is still under development, RVEs need to be generated computationally. In addition, if a large number of, e.g., structural variations of one material needs to be examined, physics or geometry based RVE generation tools are the only reasonable options as experimental techniques are exceptionally time and cost intensive.

The experimental techniques to be employed depend on the heterogeneous material at hand and also on the kind of microstructural information of interest. Among other factors, such as specimen geometry, available equipment, time, etc., an optimal specimen contrast is of importance - if possible at material preserving conditions.

In general, one can distinguish between two types of experimental techniques that allow to study the 3D structure of a material:

- serial sectioning techniques (Fig. 4(a)) and
- imaging based on transmissive radiation, also known as tomography (Fig. 4(b)).
This classification is in fact closely related to the distinction between destructive and non-destructive methods, as serial sectioning in general involves mechanical cutting or etching of the specimen and imaging based on transmissive radiation is in principle non-destructive.

To fully characterize the microstructure of polycrystals, considering features such as size, shape, spatial orientation and distribution of grains and grain boundaries as well as crystallographic properties, elaborate experimental studies are necessary.

Imaging of morphologies on the micro- and nanoscale requires experimental techniques with high spatial resolution. In general, 2D microscopy methods provide the best resolution in a submicron range for optical microscopy. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) are able to resolve a few nanometers and lower length scales. 2D grain structures obtained from such methods can be used to construct 3D RVEs by expanding the structure into the third dimension, resulting in columnar formations, compare, e.g., [71,72]. For materials with coarse grain sizes, often referred to as oligocrysts, and specimen geometries in which the thickness is smaller than the grain diameter, this approach gives reasonable results but cannot be used to model polycrystalline structures which fully extend into three dimensions.

To fully recover 3D information from 2D imaging, serial sectioning techniques [73–78] are utilized. These are based on a sequential removal of thin layers from the bulk material of the specimen accompanied by imaging of the newly generated surfaces. These 2D images are then post-processed and used to recover 3D microstructure information. Post-processing involves aligning the slices in a stack and image enhancement (e.g., noise reduction, contrast enhancement) to facilitate segmentation, i.e., identification of the microstructure constituents.

As the slice thickness in general is greater than the in-plane image resolution, serial sectioning techniques can have a highly anisotropic resolution, and the missing information between the 2D images needs to be interpolated as depicted in Fig. 4(a). The simplest interpolation method is a straightforward interpolation of intensity values inbetween the slices. However, this results in blurring of edges which can obscure microstructure information [80,81] and is, thus, only suitable for microstructures that exhibit low curvature in the slicing direction. The most common alternative approach is shape-based interpolation [82] which requires identification of structure edges in the 2D slices but provides more accurate results than conventional intensity interpolation [83]. Different variants of shape-based interpolation are discussed in the literature, compare, e.g., [79–81,83,84], and the choice always depends on the studied material and the microstructure topology.

Image segmentation is further needed to identify and match microstructure constituents over adjacent slices. Manual image segmentation is still common, however, debilitatingly time consuming. Therefore, extensive research is carried out on algorithmical image segmentation, including algorithms working on already interpolated 3D sets [85,86] or ones in which the segmentation in 2D is the basis for a subsequent interpolation [87,88]. Depending on the studied material and the microstructure topology, very different combinations of interpolation techniques and segmentation algorithms are necessary and no “one-size-fits-all” approach exists.

Serial sectioning techniques are destructive, due to the mechanical removal of material slices inbetween the imaging steps. Non-destructive techniques such as confocal microscopy (which is based on optical sectioning [89]) exist, but are only applicable to certain material systems, e.g., transparent or highly porous materials (Section 3.2.1.1).

3D reconstruction of metallic materials using serial sectioning dates back to the idea of Forsman [90] in 1918 who sectioned a ferrous pearlite sample to obtain a series of 2D micrographs. Continuous improvement of instruments and methodologies since then has led to approaches allowing for a detailed view on nano- and microstructures.

Achievable resolutions in serial sectioning of polycrystals depend on the chosen slicing and imaging techniques. The most commonly available method is a combination of polishing or grinding and optical microscopy [91,92]. For optical microscopy, the resolution limit is commonly stated to be in the range of a few hundred nanometers. However, it is difficult to exactly control the removed material thickness in polishing and grinding. Furthermore, sequential material removal is extremely time-consuming and requires grinding and cutting techniques tailored to the studied material system. Therefore, different attempts at automation exist, e.g., Spowart et al. [78] introduced a fully automated robotic serial sectioning device which provides a resolution from 10 μm down to 0.1 μm slice thickness. Layers are removed by chemical etching, a method mostly suitable for metallic materials that has to be carefully tailored to the material at hand.

Modern advanced approaches are often based on focused ion beam (FIB) serial sectioning and imaging via scanning electron microscopy (SEM) [93–100]. State of the art dual-beam FIB/SEM machines carry out the sectioning and imaging steps within the same unit, superseding time-intensive manual transfers between machines and allowing fully automated serial sectioning. However, full automation is always limited to a single material system. For the characterization of another material with a similar (or even the same) underlying geometric structure, the parameters for the FIB/SEM tomography have to be adjusted.

The use of SEM imaging allows for increased resolution as compared to optical microscopy and also offers the possibility to utilize different types of imaging modes in addition to classical imaging based on backscattered electrons. Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD), for instance, provides crystallographic information such as crystallographic orientation or lattice parameters [94,96,101–104] and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) allows for spatial element mapping and, therefore, the identification of different phases in the material (if they have a different chemical composition). To be able to utilize these techniques, the SEM has to be equipped with additional detection units.

---

Data acquired in z-direction is not continuous, as the region between the 2D images has to be interpolated, see e.g. [79]. To reduce interpolation errors, care has to be taken both during the experiment (slice thickness, specimen drift, etc.) and during post-processing (constituent identification, alignment of slices, etc.).
3D experimental characterization of polycrystalline materials is extremely laborious. Not only the conduction of experiments is extremely time consuming but also post-processing the huge amount of data generated requires tremendous effort. Reconstruction of 3D structures from serial sectioning, even when employing automated techniques, requires trained operators and different algorithms and methods for different materials. Groeber et al. [103,104] introduced a methodology that directly extracts the necessary information for an RVE from EBSD data. Newest developments provide complete software packages to process the huge amount of EBSD data, e.g., DREAM.3D [105].

Therefore, approaches combining experimental information with computational microstructure generation are developed. Statistical stereological techniques [106,107] are, roughly speaking, the experimental counterpart to computationally generated statistically similar RVEs discussed in Section 2.3.3 and gain insight into 3D aspects from statistical extrapolation of 2D plane cuts through the specimen. Zhang et al. [108] used data from serial sectioning to harvest statistical quantities like face numbers, volume and surface area of the grains. This information can then feed the generation process of artificial microstructures. Brahme et al. [109] used EBSD maps of only two orthogonal cross-sections as input for an involved algorithm to computationally generate polycrystalline microstructures.

Experimentally reconstructing materials on a much smaller scale is possible by atom probe tomography [110]. Single atoms are detached from the surface of a needle-shaped sample by extremely high electric fields and field gradients. This “electromagnetic lense” enables a precise localization of the evaporated atom that in turn can be identified by mass spectrometry. Recent approaches in combination with atomistic simulations, such as molecular statics, even reach a resolution on the atomic scale [111]. The reconstructed volumes are rather small (ca. 100 nm x 100 nm x 100 nm), which may yield useful RVEs for nanostructured systems in the future.

Serial sectioning techniques applicable to single-phase polycrystalline materials are destructive and, thus, cannot be used to carry out in situ studies or compare microstructures before and after any kind of experimental treatment. 3D imaging with transmissive radiation, such as X-rays or electrons, in principle offers this possibility. These tomographic techniques collect a series of 2D projection images of the microstructure under a variety of angles (a so called tilt series), compare Fig. 4(b). Using, e.g., algebraic reconstruction techniques, these 2D projections are computationally combined to reconstruct a 3D image of the material's microstructure [102,112–114], see also Fig. 5.

The resolution of such a reconstruction directly depends on the number of projections in the tilt series as well as the range of tilt angles used. Ideally, projections over a range of 360° would be used. Due to experimental limitations, most reconstructions include artifacts resulting from missing information due to a limited tilt range [117].

In typical X-ray tomography (μCT) setups [118–120], contrast in the projection images results from different degrees of X-ray absorption in different material regions. The degree of absorption is primarily a function of the electron density which correlates to the atomic number $z$. In single-phased polycrystals, however, the atomic number does not vary between different grains, making 2D contrast imaging impossible for all but a few specific crystalline materials (e.g., polycrystalline Al [115], where the grain boundaries were decorated with Sn which has a different X-ray adsorption as compared to Al, see Fig. 5). Even in cases like this, diffraction effects can significantly reduce contrast in these techniques.

However, it is possible to use X-ray diffraction [121] for imaging of grain structures based on contrast resulting from crystal size and orientation as employed in EBSD for surface measurements or differential-aperture X-ray microscopy (DAXM) allowing subsurface microstructure characterization [122–124]. The comparatively recently developed and not yet widely available high-energy X-ray diffraction microscopy (3DXRD) [125] and X-ray diffraction contrast tomography (DCT) [113] combine classical tomographic principles with diffraction measurements to reconstruct 3D grain shapes and orientations. With these methods also in situ studies of, e.g., grain growth and morphology evolution during deformation are possible [126]. These methods, however, rely on expensive laboratory equipment and high quality radiation sources which often are not readily accessible.

Fig. 5. Different stages of a tomographic 3D reconstruction of a polycrystalline aluminum microstructure with tin-decorated grain boundaries. (a) Grain boundary network made visible in X-ray attenuation contrast by tin-decoration. Artifacts due to incomplete decoration are visible. The tomographic data of a cubic volume element (b) served as a base for an algorithm which assigned each part of the volume inside the cube to its corresponding grain by a grain identification (c) and a consecutive phase field simulation procedure in order to treat residual unassigned volume (a). Metallurgical and Materials Transactions A, Quantitative characterization of the three-dimensional microstructure of polycrystalline Al-Sn using X-ray microtomography [115], 35, 2004, 1953–1961, Döbrich et al. (original copyright notice as given in the publication in which the material was originally published). With permission of Springer. (b) and (c) reprinted from [116], with permission.)
Even if using state of the art equipment, compromises need to be made in imaging accuracy, as increased spatial and angular resolution reduces the temporal resolution and vice versa [127]. Furthermore, these methods are highly sensitive to strain gradients in the material which significantly reduce their accuracy [113]. Spatial resolution in X-ray imaging using high quality synchrotron radiation is limited by beam size and precision of sample and/or detector movement. As X-ray diffraction produces additional signals for every illuminated grain, the sample size is limited in a way such that only a small number of grains is crossed by the incoming X-ray beam in order to be able to separate their contributions to the diffraction signal [113]. Possible specimen size is further limited by the radiation energy and the material of interest. For example, high energy X-rays from typical synchrotron sources can only penetrate specimens with a thickness of up to 4 cm for aluminum [127], 1 mm for steel [127] or several μm for gold.

Using coherent X-ray diffraction imaging (CDI), extremely high resolutions can be achieved [128] by measuring and directly inverting the specimen’s diffraction pattern. For crystalline materials, especially Bragg CDI is of interest, as this method does not only allow to image the 3D shape of a single crystal but also the strain field within the crystal [129–131]. For best resolution, the crystals need to be smaller than the X-ray beam, so it is especially interesting for single nanocrystals, resulting in resolutions of a few ten nanometers, but with the potential for significant improvement [128,129] and, thus, giving insight into defect structures and deformation mechanisms at small scales.

Expensive laboratory equipment is required to obtain the needed data on the nano- and microscale and each method is limited to a certain range of length scales by the imaging resolution and not all methods are equally suitable for all types of materials and morphologies. In general, experimental RVE generation is so time and labor-intensive that only few samples can be investigated, often not enough for statistical analysis. In this case, systematically generated RVEs as presented in Section 2.1.1.3 are needed.

The open source software package Object Oriented Finite Element 3D (OOF3D) from the United States National Institute of Standards and Technology, an enhancement of the software OOF2 [132] to 3D, allows for RVE generation for microstructured materials (with strong focus on crystalline materials) based on experimental micrographs. The software package includes “methods for segmenting images, creating meshes of complex geometries, solving PDE’s using finite element models, and visualizing 3D results” [133]. OOF is based on an image-based, adaptive meshing technique. For this, a data structure on the digitized image is built. OOF creates a FE-mesh which reflects the shape of the different phases by preserving a well-formed, space-filling mesh. The generated meshes can be used for further calculations in OOF and can also be exported to other finite element programs such as ABACUS.

**Remark on boundary conditions:** For certain FE simulations, one might want to apply periodic boundary conditions which generally necessitate a periodic RVE. However, experimentally determined RVEs are never periodic for polycrystals. For non-periodic RVEs, one can apply approximate periodic boundary conditions [134–136].

2.1.1.2. Physics based microstructure generation. The most demanding approach of artificially generating polycrystalline microstructural information is the simulation of the actual physical process of grain formation and grain growth. All simulations are to a certain extent driven by minimization of the grain boundary energy. Various methods can be found in the literature, all describing the underlying physics of solidification and grain structure evolution.

The vertex method or dynamic vertex method, suggested by Kawasaki et al. [137], models the formation of polycrystalline patterns by reducing the complexity of a polycrystalline microstructure as it only considers points (vertices), rather than curved grain boundaries and is, therefore, the simplest physics based method. During the evolution process, these vertices move and, as a consequence, dictate the formation of the grains. Their movement is described by the equations of motion. Typically, these equations are derived from a potential function $\mathcal{F}(\mathbf{r}) = \int_\gamma |\gamma(\mathbf{r})| d\alpha$ which is an integral over the grain boundaries and solely depends on the position $\mathbf{r}$. $\gamma$ is the grain boundary energy density. $\mathcal{F}$ acts as a driving force for the movement. Since the process is modeled as purely dissipative, a Rayleigh dissipation function $R(\mathbf{v}, \mathbf{r})$ is introduced. Via the Lagrange formalism, the equations of motion are given by

$$\frac{\partial \mathcal{F}(\mathbf{r})}{\partial \mathbf{r}} + \frac{\partial R(\mathbf{r, v})}{\partial \mathbf{v}} = 0.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

By discretizing the grain boundaries via triangles and evaluating the integrals, discrete forms of (1) are obtained and solved. However, as straightforward as this seems, various difficulties of discretizations or topological changes of the microstructures and treatment of vertices at junctions arise such as non-planar grain boundaries (if faces are defined by more then three vertices) [138] or vertex merging (collapsing nodes) and detaching grains [139,140]. Mora et al. [141,142] followed a different approach employing a vertex model by investigating the normal grain growth. In their model, the driving force $\mathbf{F}$ is proportional to the grain boundary energy and related to the vertex velocity $\mathbf{v}$ via $\mathbf{v} = m_{\text{eff}} \mathbf{F}$. The mobility $m_{\text{eff}}$ depends on the position of the vertex (triple line, quadruple junction, etc.) which allows a more straightforward treatment of quadruple junction mobilities.

Whereas the vertex method takes only vertices into account, Brakke’s surface evolver method [143] considers the entire grain boundary. This approach solves the entire system by a gradient descent method to minimize the overall surface energy (which might include surface tension, gravity or other quantities), where the surface energy itself is computed via surface integrals. The surface is represented by simplicial complexes, i.e., a union of triangles in the simplest case. Furthermore, geometrical constraints (e.g., position of vertices) can be taken into account. In the employed idealized model no disturbance of
grain growth by impurities or obstacles is allowed. The definition of the driving force follows \( F = \gamma \left( \frac{1}{r_1} + \frac{1}{r_2} \right) \) with the grain boundary free energy \( \gamma \) (an isotropic constant) and the two principal surface curvatures \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \). Computing the gradient at a vertex yields the force which converts into a velocity vector for realizing the motion of the surface. Wakai et al. [144] computed an initial configuration with 1000 grains based on a constant volume constraint and a default mobility with arbitrary packing of grains with periodic boundary conditions. They assumed that a preliminary computation of grain formation can be replaced by Voronoi tesselated configurations since similar steady state structures were obtained by utilizing initially uniform grains (constant volume constraint). In the grain growth simulation, the mean grain size increased due to a decreasing number of non-convex grains and a subsequent minimization of the grain boundary energy. The network of grain boundaries approached a steady structure after incubation. The identification of the parabolic law in grain growth could only be identified in a region of a maintained steady structure.

Increasing the methods’ complexities, cellular automata and Monte Carlo methods model the entire 3D grain geometry based on voxels resp. regular grids. Especially cellular automata have proved to be versatile and computationally efficient. The general concept dates back to the 1940’s and is successfully applied to a variety of different fields whereas its application to microstructure evolution only developed during the past two decades. An overview of its historical evolution and the diverse applications (not only in materials science) can be found in [145–147]. The following brief summary of the basic ideas of cellular automata is motivated from a materials science perspective, thus, not detailing further applications.

Cellular automata predict the discrete spatial and temporal evolution of a given quantity based on a grid of cells. The current state of each cell is governed by a problem specific set of state variables (e.g., crystal orientation or dislocation density) that evolve as a function of the previous state(s) of the respective cell and its neighbors. The cells are usually arranged in a regular grid enabling simple identification of nearest neighbors (and, if required, next nearest neighbors), but random grids are possible as well [148,149].

The evolution of state variables from one discrete time step \( t \) to the next time step \( t + \Delta t \) is described by so-called transformation (or switching) rules whose complexities depend on the underlying physics. The concept of these transformation rules is easiest explained by a simple 1D system with only one state variable \( k \) that can either be \( k = 1 \) or \( k = 0 \) in each cell. Assuming that the current state \( k_{x,t_0} \) of a cell \( x \) is only a function of its previous state \( k_{x,t_0} \) and the previous states of its nearest neighbors \( k_{x+1,t_0} \) and \( k_{x-1,t_0} \), results in \( 2^3 = 8 \) possible combinations of states of the three adjacent cells at \( t = t_0 \). Each of these combinations may trigger the investigated cell to switch its state either to 1 or to 0, resulting in \( 2^8 = 256 \) possible transformation rules for this simple binary system. One possible transformation rule is shown in Fig. 6. In 3D, this would result in \( 2^7 = 128 \) possible combinations of states and, thus, \( 2^{128} \approx 10^{38} \) possible transformation rules, if only nearest neighbors are considered. For simulation of, e.g., grain growth or recrystallization processes, the transformation rules are obviously more complex and usually functions of a possibly large number of physically motivated state variables. However, once a suitable transformation rule is derived, the state of the next time step is simply determined by evaluating it for every cell. This evaluation may be deterministic (like in the example system) or probabilistic (e.g., based on the switching probability of a cell in recrystallization simulations, see, e.g., [150]). Consequently, cellular automata are efficient. Fig. 7

![Fig. 6. Cellular automata: One of the 256 possible transformation rules of a 1D binary system. Empty square: state \( k = 0 \); filled square: state \( k = 1 \).](image)

![Fig. 7. Cellular automata: Schematic illustration of sequential state variable update based on the states of nearest neighbor cells.](image)
schematically illustrates a sequential process as it might appear in a 3D grain growth simulation. So far, cellular automata are successfully used to model solidification (e.g., [151–157]), (dynamic) recrystallization (e.g., [148–150,158–167]), phase transformations (e.g., [158,168,167]) and grain growth (e.g., [148,169–171]).

Further, cellular automata work well alongside finite element simulations. On one hand, finite element results (e.g., from crystal plasticity simulations) may be mapped to a cellular automaton to serve as initial state for, e.g., microstructure evolution [146,164,165,168,172]. On the other hand, an evolved microstructure from a cellular automaton may be (re)transferred to a finite element geometry for further investigation [165,164,172], enabling sequentially coupled simulations.

Monte Carlo methods are based on the idea of repeated random sampling resulting in a quantitative probabilistic analysis of possible grain structures. A large number of simulations is run, each time using a different set of random states (crystallographic orientations) of a probability function. This leads to a set of possible outcomes providing information on the probability of occurrence of various grain distributions and with this a statistical distribution of the expected values (i.e., final grain distributions). Monte Carlo methods are well suited for grain growth simulations because they properly reproduce the statistical behavior of the microstructure. They only take into account the energy (and by this the thermodynamics of atomic interactions). Therefore, the grain evolution solely depends on the grain topology. Usually, a regular grid or discrete lattice such as voxelized cubes is used. The initial grain microstructure is then mapped onto the voxelization via their crystal orientations. Each grain is represented by a set of neighboring voxels with the same orientation. Grain boundaries are distinguished by two neighboring voxels with different crystal orientations. For each voxel, the energy is calculated based on its present crystallographic orientation and those of its neighbors. Subsequently, the voxel’s crystallographic orientation is changed based on a probability function and the free energy is updated. Such an orientation switch is only admissible if the net energy change of the entire system is negative. Thus, the global energy decreases which corresponds to a curvature change of the grain boundary.

Anderson et al. [173] suggested a Monte Carlo approach based on an energy which incorporates nearest-neighbors or nearest-neighbor-plus-next-nearest-neighbor voxels that form the grain boundary. The authors investigated annealing treatment of polycrystalline materials and were able to produce formations remarkably similar to experimental findings of metals and ceramics subjected to grain growth. Furthermore, a power law describing the underlying kinetics was identified. Radhakrishnan et al. [174] examined grain growth in 0.5Mo-Cr-V steel in heat-affected zones (due to welding) and possible influences of temperature gradients. Those gradients are easily incorporated in simulations by spatial variations of mobilities of the voxels.

The most sophisticated common physics based method is the phase field method – an approach which solves interfacial problems and is frequently used to model grain evolution processes or solidification. General information on phase field methods is found in [175,176], for example. The key idea is to incorporate a diffuse interface between material phases. Possible boundary conditions between different subdomains are replaced by partial differential equations of phase evolution and additional (phase) field variables enter the system of unknown variables. The phase field often has two distinct values (0 and 1) in each of the phases. Its transition between phases can be smooth or sharp, while always possessing a finite width. This circumvents a direct treatment of grain boundaries which reduces the modeling effort and computational time. Consequently, even complex and large grain morphologies can be generated. Most frequently, microstructure evolution is investigated for metals [177–182], see also Fig. 8. Especially the grain growth during solidification is of great interest [178,183–186]. Typically, two phase-field approaches, both based on a large number of non-conserved phase fields, are applied: (i) the continuum phase field approach assumes phase fields to be independent; (ii) in multi-phase field approaches, the phase fields are constrained by the assumption that they represent volume fractions and, therefore, the sum of the phase fields equals 1 everywhere. Examples for the application of multi-phase field approaches are found in [183] and of the continuum phase field approach in [178]. Moelans et al. [185] compared the two approaches showing that both result in equally viable and remarkably similar outcomes.

Fig. 8. Microstructure evolution of grain growth simulation using the phase field method at different simulation times: (a) beginning with no crystallized grain, (b) intermediate state with 5945 grains, (c) solidified state with 217 grains. Reprinted from Acta Materialia, 50(12), Krill III and Chen, Computer simulation of 3-D grain growth using a phase-field model [178], 3059–3075, Copyright (2002), with permission from Elsevier.
As an example of the general procedure of a phase field method, the continuum phase field approach followed by Krill et al. [178] is briefly summarized in the following. It is based on the minimization of the total free energy [187]. Ideal polycrystals with specified uniform mobilities and energies are assumed. The total free energy, which depends on the simulation time \( t \), reads

\[
F(t) = \int f_0(\eta_i(\mathbf{r}, t), \eta_2(\mathbf{r}, t), \ldots, \eta_Q(\mathbf{r}, t)) + \sum_{q=1}^{Q} K_q \frac{1}{2} \|
abla \eta_q(\mathbf{r}, t) \|^2 \, d\mathbf{r}.
\]

The position in space is denoted by \( \mathbf{r} \). A set of \( Q \) continuous order parameters \( \eta_q \) describes the local free energy contribution \( f_q \) of the individual grains. \( K_q \) are positive constants associated with the grain boundary energy whose contribution enters via the square gradient of the order variables. In this example, the order parameters \( \eta_q \) correspond to the local orientation of the grains and act as phase field variables ranging from 0 to 1. They are treated independent of each other classifying this method as a continuum phase field approach. Adjacent grains are defined by different \( \eta_q \) values. Depending on the material, a large number of order variables might enter the model at increased computational costs. The exact formulation of the local free energies is conducted in a way such that the total free energy is minimized, if the field variables reach the value 1 in one grain. Subsequently, a thermodynamic driving force is eductible that minimizes the grain boundary area resp. increases the average grain size. The temporal evolution of the total free energy is described via a time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau type of equation, allowing the incorporation of material specific grain boundary mobilities. The computation of the order parameters at every node of the discretized domain at every time step is carried out iteratively. Initial conditions for the simulation mimics a super cooled liquid by assigning very small random values to each order parameters such that \( |\eta_q| < 0.001 \). This liquid then crystallizes in the course of the simulation time (see Fig. 8) until the local free energy densities \( f_q \) reaches a minimum value, i.e., when only nodes at grain boundaries significantly contribute to the total free energy.

Linking experiments to simulations, Demirel et al. [188,189] combined gradient-weighted moving finite elements with topological reconnections on the evolving mesh to simulate the microstructure formation. Good agreement between the EBSD data and the grain growth simulations is stated.

Furthermore, Rios et al. [190] compared grain size distributions generated by the phase field method, the evolver method, the vertex and Monte Carlo approaches with experimental grain size distributions determined by serial sectioning. Good agreement between the different simulative approaches and the experimental data was found.

2.1.1.3. Geometrical methods. State of the art geometrical methods for generating polycrystalline microstructures are Voronoi tessellations. The resulting geometric setting possesses very similar properties to actual polycrystals: all Voronoi regions, which are interpretable as the grains, are convex polyhedra and space filling. Voronoi tessellations have a wide range of applications naturally originating from computational geometry. Good overviews of Voronoi tessellation algorithms and applications are given by, e.g., Aurenhammer [191], Preparata [192] and Okabe et al. [193]. Because of their convexity and space filling properties, Voronoi tessellations are quite popular to mimic polycrystals in general [194–198] or for specific nucleation points and are specified before the generation process starts. They are combined in the set

\[
\mathcal{G} = \{ \mathbf{g}_1, \ldots, \mathbf{g}_m \}, \quad \mathbf{g}_i \in \mathbb{R}^n.
\]

Every point in space \( \mathbf{x} \in \mathbb{R}^n \) is associated with the nearest germ \( \mathbf{g}_i \). Thus, all points within a region (called Voronoi cell) are closer to the associated germ than to any other germ, see Fig. 9. Voronoi cells \( i \) are described by \( j \) corner points \( \mathbf{p}_i^{(j)} \) or

![Fig. 9. RVEs with Voronoi tessellations based on different germ generation methods (20 germs). In each RVE one Voronoi region is extracted and its germ (green ball) and midpoint of the cell (red ball) are depicted. (a) Random germs approach. (b) Hardcore germs with hardcore radius 0.15 (30% hardcore volume fraction). Germs are placed via generation of non-intersection spheres (depicted in purple). Germs correspond to center of those spheres. (c) Centroidal Voronoi tessellation which enforces that germs and geometrical midpoints of the Voronoi cells coincide. It requires the most effort but yields the most realistic representation of grain microstructures.](image-url)
intersections of half-spaces defined by a scalar $d_i^{(j)}$ and the normalized direction vector $n_i^{(j)}$. Due to the convex nature of half-spaces and the fact that the regions are intersections of the half-spaces, all Voronoi cells are convex.\(^5\)

The classical concept uses totally randomly positioned germs. This is also known as Poisson-Voronoi tessellation because the germs are generated with an underlying Poisson point process. However, a standard Voronoi tessellation generated from randomly placed germs is a rather coarse approximation for polycrystalline materials. In such a microstructure, the grain size distribution deviates from experimental findings \([115,200]\). Almost degenerated Voronoi regions that show rather extreme aspect ratios are also problematic. Furthermore, the average number of neighboring cells in a Poisson-Voronoi tessellation might be unrealistically large for polycrystalline materials\(^6\) \([103,196]\).

Alternatively, there are several ways to restrict the randomness of germ positions. The hardcore Voronoi tessellation generates germs via random placements of non-intersecting spheres \([199,201]\). Germs then coincide with the center of those spheres, see Fig. 9(b). A requirement for the grains $g_i$ is

$$|g_i - g_j| \geq 2r \quad \forall i \neq j$$

with the hardcore radius $r$. Physically speaking, the hardcore process is motivated by a minimum size of viable grains during the grain-structure formation process. The minimal grain volume is $V_{\text{Germs}} = \frac{4}{3} \pi r^3$. As a result, the Voronoi cells are more regular without degenerated grains. With the gained advantage comes the challenge of generating a sphere placement. It is straightforward to utilize random sequential adsorption methods to place the non-intersecting spheres. However, a sphere volume fraction of approximately 35% is not exceeded with this method, limiting the number of Voronoi cells which can be generated for a fixed RVE volume and hardcore radius.

Another frequently used approach is a centroidal Voronoi tessellation, see Fig. 9(c). Here, germs and geometrical midpoints (centers of mass) of the Voronoi cells coincide \([214]\). To achieve such a Voronoi tessellation type, either regular germ patterns need to be utilized (honeycomb) or iterative approaches are necessary. Those iterative methods often start with randomly placed germs and successively reposition the germs to computed Voronoi cell midpoints. The resulting Voronoi cells are even more regular than the ones from the hardcore tessellation but still show a certain randomness.

The most involved germ generation approach is the so called Laguerre-Voronoi tessellation \([197,215]\). This approach assigns different weights or radii to each germ individually which can be fed by experimental measurements. Therefore, this method offers a good possibility to mimic experimental data via a Voronoi tessellation.

In computational homogenization, periodic RVEs have the advantage of minimizing the RVE size. A periodic Voronoi tessellation is established by copying the original germs around the RVE, see Fig. 10. The periodization requires 8 copies in 2D and 26 copies in 3D. This copying and subsequent new computation of the Voronoi tessellation results in increased computational costs. It does, however, not alter the beneficial properties of an always terminating Voronoi tessellation process. Even for a small Voronoi tessellation, the number of Voronoi cells significantly increases due to the periodization. Furthermore, very small cells near the RVE corners might lead to degenerated volumes. This can be avoided by moving the window of the RVE within the large window, see Fig. 10. Fig. 11 depicts different Voronoi tessellations for the 3D case. With computer resources and efficient software available today, the generation of these models is a matter of minutes.

Voronoi tessellations conform to real microstructures in terms of topology (distribution of faces, edges and vertices) \([216,217]\). One reason for the good agreement with experimental findings might be the parallelism to an isotropic grain growth starting from the germs with a constant growth velocity. From a computational viewpoint, some major advantages of Voronoi tessellations are that Voronoi tessellations are analytically well-defined and a generation process always succeeds. In the last few decades, stable and fast software emerged. Some of the most popular are \texttt{QHULL} by Barber et al. \([218]\), \texttt{VORO++} by Rycroft et al. \([219]\) or \texttt{NEPER} by Quey et al. \([201]\). \texttt{NEPER} is well suited for generating Voronoi based polycrystalline RVEs. Various capabilities from including experimental data (grain-by-grain data, grain size distributions), utilizing multiscale microstructures (lamellar or n-scale tessellation) up to the subsequent regularization and discretization of the RVEs are covered.

In addition to Voronoi tessellation, simple approaches which do not require special tessellation exist. Those generate regular morphologies in a straightforward manner: Raabe et al. \([220]\) utilized a voxelization combining the generation of geometric information and meshing in one step. Starting from a regular grid-like mesh, grain properties are assigned to the individual voxels (or Gauss points). Zhao et al. \([221]\) and Ritz et al. \([222]\) approached the problem in a more sophisticated way by introducing regularly assembled dodecahedral grains. Due to the regular arrangement, generation and discretization of the RVE is rather simple. However, these approaches have the drawback of poorly representing the varying shape and size distributions of the grains.

### 2.1.2. Lamellar microstructures

Lamellar microstructures can be obtained in numerous alloy systems (e.g., PbSn, TiAl, FeC, AlCu, CuAg) by alloying (e.g., near eutectics or eutectoids) and/or appropriate heat treatment. Prominent examples of commercial structural materials with lamellar microstructures are pearlitic steels, titanium aluminides and two-phase titanium alloys.

---

\(^5\) Dual to a Voronoi tessellation is the Delaunay triangulation. The edges of the triangulation define the normals of the faces of the boundary of Voronoi cells.

\(^6\) Average number of neighboring grains: e.g., 12.1 in Fe \([108]\), 12.48 in Al-Sn alloy \([212]\), 12.9 in nickel-base superalloy IN100 \([213]\), but 15.5 for a microstructure generated by Poisson-Voronoi tessellation \([103,144]\).
Lamellar microstructures consist of so-called colonies that are of similar shape and are arranged in the same space-filling manner as grains in conventional polycrystals. In contrast to grains, colonies are divided into thin lamellae as shown in Fig. 12. Depending on the alloy system, the lamellae can be of, e.g., different crystal orientation variants of the same phase or an alternating lay-up of different phases. In addition, material specific features may occur like the waviness of the cementite lamellae in pearlite colonies or the domain structure, subdividing the γ phase lamellae in titanium aluminides, see Fig. 12(b).

Due to the analogies to grain microstructures, RVEs of lamellar microstructures are partly created using techniques described in Section 2.1.1.

### 2.1.2.1. Microstructure reconstruction from experimental data.

While being well established for grain microstructures, 3D reconstructions of lamellar microstructures by serial sectioning (see Section 2.1.1.1) are only reported for pearlite colonies in pearlitic steels \[95,223–225\] and arrangements of several α laths in Ti6Al4V \[226,227\] so far. These reconstructions grant.

---

7 By lamellar microstructure we do not only refer to microstructures that completely consist of lamellar colonies (fully lamellar) but also address microstructures with a significant volume fraction of lamellar regions/colonies (e.g., duplex or twinning microstructures), since the RVE generation for such microstructures follows the same ideas.
valuable insight into the 3D interconnection and waviness of the lamellae, but also reveal the challenges of capturing fine lamellar structures by serial sectioning techniques.

Kral et al. [223] reported problems with aligning successive images during the reconstruction process, since the morphology of the investigated pearlite colonies varied strongly between the sections. Further, many interconnections of branched cementite lamellae were lost in the reconstruction process. This loss of microstructural information results from the thickness of the successively removed material layers. In order to resolve very small microstructural features in the range of, e.g., lamella thickness in TiAl alloys (sometimes <100 nm) or described waviness and branching of cementite lamellae, the slice thickness has to be in the range of a few tens of nanometers (instead of the often reported >100 nm). Even if feasible with the selected milling technique (e.g., FIB), this results in an even bigger amount of data to be stored and processed and requires a huge number of sections to capture whole colonies that are usually in the range of some ten or even some hundred micrometers.

While these problems are related to the inevitable information loss due to the sectioning process itself, problems may also arise with capturing all information of a single 2D section: Independent of the scanning technique, capturing a representative number of colonies while precisely resolving the lamellar substructure necessitates an extremely high resolution due to the intrinsic difference of corresponding length scales and is, thus, often impeded in a single scan (see e.g. Fig. 1 in [229]). Further, detection problems may occur, e.g., when trying to precisely capture cementite lamellae in EBSD scans [95] which complicates the reconstruction process.

Experiment based reconstruction of lamellar microstructures, thus, remains a challenging task which still has the potential to grant unique insight in their intricate details.

2.1.2.2. Physics based microstructure generation. Due to the complexity of the phase transformations that lead to lamellar microstructures, physics based generation of corresponding RVEs is still not fully resolved and the subject of current research. Yamanaka et al. [230] obtained 2D RVEs of single ferrite-pearlite colonies via phase-field modeling (Section 2.1.1.2). For the subsequent finite element analysis of the different evolving morphologies, the results from the phase-field simulations were converted to 2D computational geometries by digital-image-based modeling.

Recently, 3D large scale phase-field simulations of eutectic solidification of ternary Al-Ag-Cu alloys [231] precisely reproduced the intricate cobblestone microstructure observed in experiments. Since lamellar microstructures often result from eutectic or eutectoid phase transformations, respective phase-field simulations might provide insight into the formation process and can in principal be used for physics based RVE generation in the near future.

2.1.2.3. Geometrical methods. The vast majority of reported RVEs of lamellar microstructures is geometry based and includes some kind of geometric simplification or multi-scale approach. Due to the high aspect ratio of the lamellae (in TiAl often colony size lamella thickness > 500), a one to one discretization of a representative set of colonies results in an extreme number of elements and, thus, leads to unreasonable computational costs. Therefore, neither experiment nor physics based RVEs – both of which per definition intend a one to one representation of the microstructure – are widely used in modeling lamellar materials. Basically, two types of RVEs are set up for lamellar microstructures:

- RVEs of a single colony with a representative number of lamellae and
- RVEs with a representative set of differently oriented colonies.

---

8 In fact, 3D reconstructions of fine lamellar structures in block copolymers were reported with 20 nm slice thickness [228].
Depending on the modeling intention, the level of detail of geometry based RVEs may vary. Some authors (e.g., [232–239]) explicitly resolve the lamellae in their RVEs, while others (e.g., [240]) directly aim for homogenized constitutive relations for the single colonies, hence, not considering individual lamellae. Moreover, some authors (e.g., [241–244]) try to reproduce the geometric entities and material specific features of a microstructure as realistic as possible, while others (e.g., [245–248,233,249–251]) consciously choose to create structured RVEs with reduced complexity. Accordingly, the reported geometry based RVEs are categorized as

- lamellar or homogeneous and
- realistic or structured.

Table 1 schematically illustrates this classification and summarizes the literature in which respective kinds of RVEs are presented.

RVEs of single colonies can act as a starting point for modeling lamellar microstructures, to gain insight into the micromechanics on lamella scale or in the context of multiscale modeling. Their geometries are naturally quite simple and may be generated with standard CAD functions like extrusion of 2D sketches or Boolean operations on primitive 3D bodies. Representative tools are implemented in most commercial FE softwares and usually allow for parametrization and automation of geometry generation via scripting languages. Further, the simplicity of the geometries generally enables structured meshing. Subjected to periodic boundary conditions, these simple geometries still are a suitable representation of the countless lamellae in a single colony.

Polycolony RVEs are generally based on more complex geometries and, thus, need more sophisticated tools to be created. A realistic representation of the grain-shaped colony boundaries (yet without lamellae) can be obtained with the techniques described in Section 2.1.1.3 (e.g., by Voronoi-tessellation). However, most reported polycolony RVEs are created in a structured way using more or less complex, space-filling geometries from simple hexahedra over hexagonal prisms to truncated...

---

**Table 1**

Strategies for setting up RVEs of lamellar microstructures categorized by level of detail. Homogeneous and lamellar refer to whether or not the lamellae are resolved. Realistic and structured indicate whether it is intended to represent geometrical features of the microstructure as realistic as possible or in a simplified (i.e., structured) way.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lamellar colonies</th>
<th>Realistic</th>
<th>Structured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lamellar</strong></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Resolved phases</strong></td>
<td>TiAl ($\gamma_2 + 6\gamma$ orientations [238,239]; $\gamma_2 + 2$ homogenized $\gamma$ matrix and twin variants [238,251]; pearlitic steel (ferrite + cementite [253,242,254]; ferrite only [242]); Ti-6242 ($\alpha + \beta$ [255])</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Calibration of homogenized constitutive model</strong></td>
<td>TiAl [240]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Homogeneous</strong></td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polycolony microstructures</th>
<th>Realistic</th>
<th>Structured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lamellar</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colony geometry</td>
<td>Voronoi based [241]</td>
<td>colony geometry hexagonal (2D) [233,249,250]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Homogeneous</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colony geometry</td>
<td>Voronoi based [242–244]</td>
<td>colony geometry truncated rhombic dodecahedral [245]; hexahedral [247,248,238,251]; rhombo hexagonal dodecahedral [256]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
rhombic dodecahedra to represent the colonies. Colony shapes can be created using basic CAD functions in commercial FE codes, or, more complex ones, in one of the commonly used geometry exchange formats (e.g., IGES or STEP) from more powerful CAD tools.

If an explicit representation of the lamellae is intended, their number per colony is usually reduced due to discretization problems as mentioned above. Explicitly including the lamellae into the geometry can generally be achieved by Boolean intersection of the single colonies with appropriately oriented planes and subsequent merging of the (now lamellar) colonies. Thus, it is again feasible with built-in CAD functions. Alternatively, a specialized software like Neper [201] allows direct creation of Voronoi based lamellar RVEs. If the colony geometries were not generated in the FE software, problems may arise due to geometry import: Further geometry processing like creating the lamellae, assigning material properties or meshing may fail as a result of poor geometry or misinterpreted geometric features.

In summary, the intrinsic discrepancy in microstructural lengths (lamella thickness ≤ colony size) is impeding the use of realistic RVEs of lamellar microstructures. As a result, mainly homogenized constitutive models and multiscale approaches exist and physics as well as experiment based RVEs are not commonly used yet. Geometry based polycolony RVEs that explicitly resolve the lamellae are so far rarely reported but are expected to become more common.

2.1.3. Other polycrystalline microstructures

In addition to grain and lamellar microstructures, numerous other polycrystalline microstructures exist. Besides the fact that a respective list cannot be comprehensive due to the sheer number of possible alloy systems and their specifics, generation of RVEs for these polycrystalline microstructures is not discussed in detail because:

- Some regularly observed microstructures are not in stable equilibrium (e.g., most dendritic microstructures⁹). They are investigated to understand the underlying formation mechanisms in order to avoid them in technical applications. Thus, geometry generation for constitutive modeling is generally not intended. The microstructure (and, thus, geometry) formation in such systems is mainly modeled in a physics based manner using, e.g., phase-field and cellular automaton methods; see, e.g., [156,258–265] for a non-exhaustive list of formation simulations of dendritic microstructures.
- RVEs of most remaining polycrystalline microstructures are geometrically identical to those of matrix-inclusion composites or porous materials, since the RVE does not incorporate information on the constitutive behavior. Consequently, geometrically, crystalline inclusions/segregations in a crystalline matrix may be considered as closed-cell structures (Section 3.2) or particle reinforced composites (Section 2.3) and microstructures resulting from, e.g., spinodal decomposition may be created like open-cell structures (Section 3.2). For example, the cuboidal microstructure of nickel-based super alloys is atypical for a metal but is geometrically easily described as a matrix-inclusion composite or a closed cell structure.

2.2. Bicontinuous composites

Bicontinuous composites are composed of two solid phases, each of which is continuous in space, and form an interpenetrating network, see Fig. 13. With tailored geometric and topological layouts as well as properties of the phases, synthetic bicontinuous composites are designed to feature outstanding mechanical, thermal and electrochemical properties such as strength, stiffness, toughness, energy absorption, impact resistance, thermal and electrical conductivity, and electrocatalytic performance [266–269,114]. The structures of the bicontinuous composites can be random or ordered.¹⁰ The random structures usually form through a non-equilibrium phase separation process. Examples for random bicontinuous structures are nanoporous titanium-based composites [270], bicontinuous metal-ceramic composites [271] and composites of immiscible polymer blends [272]. Manufacturing ordered structures is possible through various chemical processes at various length scales, for example on the sub-micrometer scale (e.g., block copolymers [273], periodic discontinuous carbon and epoxy composites [274]) as well as in the millimeter range (e.g., bicontinuous polymer/elastomer composites [267] and triply periodically architected polymer composites with interpenetrating phases [275]). Skeletons of sea urchin and butterfly wings are among rare ordered and natural bicontinuous composites with a triply periodic minimal surface-based construction [275].

As seen in Fig. 13, each of the interpenetrating phases reveals an open-cell topology formed of interconnected ligaments. This feature is common to all bicontinuous composites. Thus, the methods for generating their microstructures are in principle identical to those used for generating open-cell microstructures. That is why we also refer the reader to Section 3.2 in which some methods are provided with a broader explanation.

---

⁹ During solidification of metals, various grain morphologies may emerge depending on the temperature gradient in the melt. If the gradient is negative, the liquid-solid interface becomes unstable and thermal dendrites form. While these have quite characteristic morphologies formed of child arms hierarchically branching off parent arms, at later stages of solidification not only the interdendritic space between arms crystallizes, but also dendritic crystals grow and impinge upon each other. As a consequence, except for the free surfaces of solidification voids, dendritic morphologies usually are not obvious. Thus, although there exists a limited engineering relevance, e.g., increasing ductility through introduction of ductile dendrites of crystalline phases in bulk amorphous alloys [257], in this study we will treat dendritic forms as an intermediate phase configuration during solidification and we will not explicitly investigate methods relevant to generation of such microstructures.

¹⁰ Ordered structures are rare though, especially in nature.
2.2.1. Microstructure reconstruction from experimental data

The space filling property of bicontinuous composites proves useful in serial sectioning where the phases stabilize each other under mechanical loading caused by grinding/polishing. Nevertheless, due to the inherently destructive character of the method, serial sectioning only allows static and ex situ observations [277].

Non-destructive X-ray tomography, on the other hand, can be used in investigations of dynamic microstructures and in situ phenomena, e.g., deformation and failure mechanisms under applied loads. One can reach resolutions up to $10 \text{\mu m}$ and $1 \text{\mu m}$ in medium- and high-resolution microtomography, respectively [118,278]. The method is especially well suited for metal-polymer bicontinuous composites where the phase contrast is high and if the characteristic sizes are of several micrometers.

For the investigation on the nanoscale, electron tomography in a transmission electron microscope [279,280] or FIB/SEM tomography [98] are used. Although the former method attains high spatial resolution, the latter method is preferable once thicker samples are to be investigated which are not electron transparent. X-ray nanotomography, which constitutes a combination of transmission X-ray microscopy with tomographic methods, allows investigations at the nanoscale with resolutions as low as 30 nm [281,114].

Finally, for polymer/elastomer bicontinuous composites which have a contrast in magnetic moment provided by nuclear spin of the different phases, a non-destructive technique for reconstruction of the 3D microstructures is the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Resolutions which can be achieved by this method are in the range of several microns [282].

2.2.2. Physics based microstructure generation

Simulating the kinetics of phase separation constitutes the physics based method for modeling bicontinuous random nanocomposite microstructures. Cahn-Hilliard equations aim at modeling phase separation in binary alloys [283]. Various numerical procedures exist for solving these non-linear partial differential equations, see, e.g., [284–286]. For applications of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations in spinodal decomposition process, bicontinuous structures including atom positions were obtained by a lattice Monte-Carlo simulation of spinodal decomposition, see, e.g., [287]. The drawback of this method stems from the small size of associated spatial and temporal scales if used for MD simulations. A computationally more efficient alternative, allowing investigation at larger scales, is the finite volume method. Originally developed for computational fluid mechanics, nowadays, it is also applied to solid mechanics. A finite volume method-based numerical model of the Cahn–Hilliard equation was implemented in [286] for modeling phase separation in binary polymer systems, see Fig. 14. This work also demonstrates the performance of generated microstructures under applied mechanical loading. Another alternative is, once more, the phase field method. Sun et al. [288] applied this approach and use the Cahn-Hilliard equation as the underlying governing relation. The generated RVE is subsequently used in MD simulations.

2.2.3. Geometrical methods

While studying geometrical methods for generating bicontinuous microstructures, we consider ordered and random microstructures separately.

**Ordered microstructures:** It is possible to generate ordered bicontinuous composite microstructures by numerically infiltrating the pores in regular (open-)cell idealizations, e.g., those similar to the ones demonstrated in Fig. 44 of Section 3.2.1.3, by a second solid phase. However, as mentioned in Section 3.2.1.3, mostly these idealizations suffer from discontinuous surface normals, which does not meet reality.

To remedy this gap, constructions of (analytical) level surfaces are used. One prominent example for such analytical level surfaces are triply periodic bicontinuous cubic microdomain morphologies which are generated making use of triply periodic continuous minimal surfaces\footnote{In differential geometry, the description of the periodic minimal surfaces was given by Schwarz [289]. Schoen [290] extended this work with newly introduced surfaces as well as a naming convention. A minimal surface is a surface that locally minimizes its area, i.e., the total surface area is minimized subject to some constraint.} represented by functions of the form $F(x, y, z) = \text{const}$. The level set approximations $F(x, y, z)$ for the triply periodic minimal surfaces as demonstrated in Fig. 15 are...
These level surfaces and the developed microstructures have the symmetries of a crystallographic group such as cubic, tetragonal, rhombohedral, and orthorhombic symmetries, see Fig. 15 for RVEs of triply periodic minimal surface-based bicontinuous composite microstructures. Triply periodic minimal surface-based composites have recently found a broad interest in the context of ordered bicontinuous composite applications. This is mainly due to the fact that these structures are found to show optimal bulk modulus as well as thermal and electrical conductivity [267]. Also, their analytical and elegant formulation allows systematic investigations for various volume fraction preserving symmetry classes. In the following, we list some noteworthy applications of triply periodic minimal surface-based composites.

Three types of bicontinuous polymer/elastomer composite structures with simple cubic, body-centered-cubic, and face-centered cubic Bravais lattices with triply periodic minimal surfaces of P (primitive), I-WP (wrapped package), and F-RD (rhombic dodecahedra) are investigated considering their elastic stiffness, yield, post-yield, and dissipative behaviors in [267]. Interpenetrating phase composites with triply periodic minimal surface-based sheet and solid reinforcement material are considered in [275], see Fig. 16. Sheet-network reinforcements are shown to feature better mechanical properties than solid-network ones when considering stiffness, strength, and toughness. Interconnectivity of the phases is shown to improve the service performance of the material by avoiding catastrophic failure. Specific energy absorption properties of bicontinuous carbon-epoxy nanocomposites are investigated in [274], see Fig. 17. A noteworthy improvement in the energy absorption of nanocomposites with submicrometer-scale triply periodic architecture is observed. Such a property is crucial considering the field of protective materials, e.g., high-performance protective films, in which dissipation of large mechanical
energies with least material mass is aimed at. Without loss of generality, the architecture can be applied to different material combinations, e.g., carbon/light-metal and polymer/piezoelectric materials. Triply periodic minimal surfaces are also applied to biological membranes (see, e.g., the chapter of Zakaria and coworkers in [292]), block copolymers [293–295] and porous materials with open-cell microstructures, see Section 3.2.1.3.

Random microstructures: One robust method to develop random bicontinuous microstructures is to define the interface between two phases making up the bicontinuous composite by a level cut $\xi$ of a Gaussian random field [4,296]. Models depending on random fields require two steps: (i) generation of the random field over the domain, and (ii) performing level cuts (single or double [297]) on the generated field. Leveled-wave models for random morphologies, which were initially proposed for bicontinuous material morphologies formed due to phase separation [298], have found attention in various applications [299,276]. Fig. 13 demonstrates level surfaces developed by Cahn’s method for a

$$f(x) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{N}} \sum_{i=1}^{N} c_i \cos \left( \frac{2\pi}{L} k_i \cdot x + \phi_i \right), \quad (6)$$

where $x$ is the position vector and $L$ is the representative volume element size. $N$ denotes the number of waves considered. The wave phases $\phi_i$ and the wave directions $k_i$ are uniformly distributed on $[0, 2\pi)$ and over the solid angle $4\pi$, respectively. Usually, the wave number is constant, i.e., $k_i = |k_i| = k_0$. Without loss of generality, the wave amplitude is assumed as $c_1 = \sqrt{2}$. Consequently, $f(x)$ gives a Gaussian random function with $\langle f \rangle = 0$, $\langle f^2 \rangle = 1$ where brackets denote ensemble over realizations. Given the random function (6), the different phases of the system are then defined via a selected single level cut $\xi$:

$$x \in \text{phase 1} \quad \text{if} \quad f(x) < \xi,$$
$$x \in \text{interface} \quad \text{if} \quad f(x) = \xi,$$
$$x \in \text{phase 2} \quad \text{if} \quad f(x) > \xi. \quad (7)$$

The Gaussian property of the field $f(x)$ allows the following definition of the single level $\xi$ in terms of $\phi_1$, that is volume fraction of phase 1, with $\phi_2 = 1 - \phi_1$,

$$\xi(\phi_1) = \sqrt{2} \text{inverf} (2\phi_1 - 1). \quad (8)$$

where inverf denotes the inverse error function. Eq. (8) guarantees a priori facilitation of the desired volume fraction in generated microstructures of random bicontinuous composites. 3D bicontinuous composites with RVEs generated making use of the presented leveled wave model are studied in Soyarslan et al. [276], see also Fig. 13.

### 2.3. Matrix-inclusion composites

Matrix-inclusion composites are characterized by non-overlapping particles embedded in a topologically interconnected matrix. The inclusions are meant to improve the mechanical properties such as specific strength in lightweight construction.
(e.g., short and long fiber reinforced materials), fracture toughness (e.g., polymer blends) or they emanate from the manufacturing process (e.g., injection molding or sintering). In terms of microstructure characterization, volume fraction and geometry of the inclusions are of major importance. Experimental observations indicate various geometries of inclusions, see e.g. Fig. 18, ranging from aspect ratios around unity to several orders of magnitude. In this study, inclusions with aspect ratios <100 are referred to as particles, whereas those with higher aspect ratios are categorized as long fibers. In RVEs, inclusions are often approximated by idealized convex bodies like spheres, polyhedra, capsules or spherocylinders, ellipsoids or cylinders. In addition to the shape, statistical and stereological (interpretation of spatial cuts) information needs to be considered such as, e.g., size distribution, orientation distribution, covariance or pair correlation functions [4].

A prominent example of a material with spherical inclusions are rubber particles in polymer blends. Convex polyhedra are typically employed to mimic inclusions in concrete or asphalt as well as metal matrix composites. Short fiber reinforcements, approximated by cylinders or spherocylinders, are widely used in lightweight constructions (boats, automobiles, water tanks, pipes or external skins) by mixing glass fibers or carbon fibers with polymers. Long fiber reinforced composites, also commonly approximated by cylinders, are common in automotive and aerospace applications, where glass and carbon fiber mats are embedded in polymers. However, for most natural fibers, a simple cylindrical approximation is not possible due to their inherent waviness.

2.3.1. Microstructure reconstruction from experimental data

Composites are made of possibly very different materials, a condition introducing complexity into the choice of experimental techniques. A potentially inherent material contrast allows to employ many characterization methods that are not or only to a certain extent suitable for the investigation of single-phase materials, such as X-ray tomography, energy-dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) or atom probe tomography (APT). On the other hand, different behavior of the composite’s constituents also introduces difficulties as the chosen cutting and imaging techniques must be applicable to all components.

Imaging methods based on optical microscopy allow for large specimen sizes and are in principle applicable to all material classes. However, depending on the material system, contrast has to be enhanced in pre-processing using staining or etching. In the case of SEM, which is based on imaging with electrons, pre-processing (a thin conductive coating) is required for insulating materials such as most ceramics and polymers. This coating, however, may obstruct both material and topography contrast imaging. Recently, environmental and variable pressure SEM instruments make imaging of insulating materials possible without pre-processing and even hydrated materials can be investigated in such devices [301].

SEM offers a wide range of possible imaging modes, compare also Section 2.1.1.1. In composite materials, especially imaging modes in which contrast results from differences in chemical composition such as back scattered electron (BSE) imaging, Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) are of interest. However, in all these methods, it is problematic to differentiate between chemically similar materials or materials with small differences in atomic number $z$, as present, e.g., in co-polymers. Even voids, i.e., air, and low $z$ materials such as polymers can be indistinguishable.

In cases like these, atomic force microscopy (AFM) [302–304] is a valuable tool. This technique, in which the specimen’s surface is scanned with a nanometer sized tip, provides surface images with resolutions of fractions of a nanometer based on the surface topography or differences in the phase of the electric, magnetic, or elastic answer to a respective excitation by the probing tip. In combination with a cutting device, AFM can be utilized to reconstruct microstructures of composites with constituents that provide low contrast in electron imaging such as, e.g., polymer blends as demonstrated in [303].
For 3D reconstruction, imaging methods are combined with different sectioning techniques. To reduce time requirements and minimize possible error sources, setups which combine imaging and cutting and allow automation are preferred, cf. also Section 2.1.1.1. State of the art serial sectioning studies of inclusion composites commonly combine optical microscopy with grinding and polishing [305,78,306], AFM with ultramicrotome cutting [303,307] and SEM with ultramicrotome cutting for softer materials such as polymers or aluminum [308,307] or, for harder materials, FIB/SEM tomography [309–311]. Echlin et al. [312] presented an overview of femtosecond laser ablation combined with SEM imaging. This technique allows exceptionally fast material removal in a few microseconds and, thus, significantly reduces measuring times.

Despite the very different material removal processes utilized in the different sectioning techniques, they all suffer from large differences in the material properties, especially the hardnness. If the composite’s constituents are very different, e.g., in the case of a polymer matrix reinforced with ceramic particles, material removal is highly irregular [313,307]. If serial sectioning techniques fail, atom probe tomography or methods based on transmissive radiation should be used.

Notably, atom probe tomography (APT) [110,314–316] allows 3D characterization of a material’s chemical composition at atomic resolution. The technique is based on the evaporation of atoms from a tip-shaped specimen with a curvature radius below 50 nm. Surface atoms are evaporated in a high voltage field or (for non-conducting specimen) by laser pulsing and accelerated onto a position-sensitive detector. Impact coordinates on the detector and sequence of detection are used to reconstruct the ion’s position in the specimen while the atomic species is identified by time-of-flight spectroscopy [316]. However, interpretation of the results is not straightforward as different specimen behave very differently in atom probe tomography and, due to the small sample size, careful statistical evaluation is needed to determine whether atom clusters are random or in fact microstructure features [316,315].

As already described in the Section 2.1.1.1, non-destructive microstructure characterization is handled by tomography with transmissive radiation. The most commonly available method is X-ray tomography (µCT) [119,120] which allows imaging with a resolution of a few micrometers with desktop instruments. Synchrotron X-ray sources with parallel beams lead to even better resolutions in the nanometer range [317]. However, resolution in tomography scales with the specimen size [117]. Therefore, nanometer resolutions can only be achieved for micrometer samples.

In absorption based X-ray tomography, contrast is a function of the atomic number z, which makes it a natural choice for the non-destructive imaging of matrix inclusion composites, including metal matrix composites [118], ceramic/ceramic composites [318,319], reinforced concrete [320], or fiber reinforced polymers [321–323].

As contrast is based on the atomic number and density of the structure constituents, the problems in distinguishing chemically similar phases arise in µCT as well. Furthermore, low z materials generally have low X-ray absorbance. For these materials and phases with similar X-ray attenuation, phase imaging [118,317] is an interesting alternative. This technique is based on measuring the phase difference of a parallel X-ray beam occurring due to light–matter interaction and allows sensitive imaging of edges and boundaries even between very similar phases. These advantages, however, are associated with a more complicated optical setup and require high quality, i.e., coherent, parallel beam X-ray sources.

Alternative to X-ray tomography, other types of radiation can be used. Electron tomography [117,324,325] based on (scanning) transmission electron microscopy, or (S)TEM, is often used for biological materials and polymers because the interactions between electrons and matter are a lot stronger than those between X-rays and matter and, therefore, provide contrast for low z materials while materials with higher atomic numbers are increasingly electron-opaque and, therefore, indifferent. Different imaging modes (discussed above for electron microscopy) can also be utilized in electron tomography as detailed in [325]. Other, less common tomography types which provide different contrast are for example neutron tomography [326] or Terahertz imaging [327].

As discussed in Section 2.1.1.1, many standard imaging methods in tomography are not suitable for crystalline materials because diffraction effects are dominant and reduce contrast. However, techniques exploiting diffraction of X-Rays and electrons [325,121] for imaging of crystalline materials are becoming increasingly common.

Common to all experimental characterization techniques is the need to post-process the data gathered and to identify microstructure constituents from the density and grayscale images. Automatic image segmentation requires special treatment in terms of powerful computational tools and dedicated algorithms for structure identification in different composite types. Often, established 2D techniques cannot easily be translated to 3D [328]. Careful examination of the collected information, however, does not only make the use of reconstructed microstructures as RVEs in FEM studies possible but can also be used for the geometry based generation of RVEs. Liu et al. [329] proposed a reconstruction technique based on Markov Random Field texture analysis that takes a microstructure image as an input to generate structures with a statistically similar structure. Furthermore, many of the geometry based techniques discussed in Section 2.3.3 can be fed with statistical information gathered from experimental microstructure characterization.

The commercial software SIMPLEWARE enables one to process complex 3D image data from experiments to RVEs. Special software solutions are developed in particular for, but not limited to, composites and porous materials. This software has many features for image processing allowing a systematic reconstruction and inspection of internal structures. Therefore, it can be used for visualization of the experimental data, analyzing the data in terms of statistics or to generate meshes for further use in CAD or finite element simulations. Based on scripting languages such as Python, the functionalities of

---

13 While distinguishing chemically similar and, especially, low weight phases with µCT can be problematic, the technique allows to reliably differentiate pores and low weight materials, making it a popular tool in the experimental characterization of porous materials as discussed in Section 3.2.2.1.
the software can be accessed to automatize the targeted workflow. Examples of the application of SIMPLEWARE to the generation of RVEs can be found for several materials such as a composite cathode for lithium-ion cells [309], asphalt [331], metal matrix composites [330], or open-cell metal foams [332], among others.

2.3.2. Physics based microstructure generation

In most cases, it is inefficient to model the real physical processes of the microstructure generation process for matrix-inclusion microstructures. Bulk or mixing simulations are far too complex and their simulation times are usually not worth the gained findings on particle distributions. However, there are many methods inspired by physical processes like shake-down, motion of particles, growth simulations, or molecular dynamics to name just a few.

Considering particles alone, discrete element simulation of the locomotion of aggregates constitutes physics based modeling of their emerging distribution. The discrete element method is a numerical method using an explicit calculation scheme considering multibody dynamics modeling the motion and interaction of granules during granular flow [333]. Using this method, a physics based microstructure generation is realized through densification under the influence of gravity. One could either first randomly generate particles in a container and, then, apply gravity or let particles of random horizontal direction drop one by one over a set of already equilibrated ones, see Fig. 19. The former method is called mechanical contraction introduced by Williams and Philipse [334], whereas the latter is referred to as drop-and-roll and is due to Visscher and Bolsterli [335].

Here, contacting/bonding conditions between aggregates are crucial together with the size and distribution of each particle. The particle shapes are mostly idealized as 3D polyhedra. During this process, particles continuously interfere with each other by coming in contact or separating. This creates a continuous neighbor exchange with relative granule translations. Mechanical contraction and drop-and-roll algorithms are capable of generating RVEs closer to true packing of inclusions. Due to the packing process, weak anisotropies in vertical stacking direction are present. Furthermore, the packing
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Fig. 19. (a) Mechanical contraction method (also referred to as sedimentation algorithm): generation of particles in a container and subsequent application of gravity. (b) Drop-and-roll method: generation of particles in a container and subsequent dropping of single particles over a set of equilibrated ones. Both use gravity for particle packing. In a variant of the drop-and-roll method, which is called spherical growth method, the granular pack grows spherically with centripetal instead of vertical sedimentation.
might not be very dense (58% for monodisperse spheres) because of a lack of additional compression. Besides spheres, RVEs with ellipsoids are generated by Feng et al. [336] employing an advancing front algorithm. Gaiselmann et al. [337] used a sedimentation algorithm for cylinders to model a short fiber reinforced composite.

In addition to packing algorithms like these, rheological models are of interest in generating microstructures of fiber reinforced composites. By combining mold filling flow simulations with hydrodynamic models of the fiber movement, fiber distributions arising in common processing techniques such as injection molding can be predicted. Models that rely on the discrete modeling of individual fibers and their movement in the matrix flow are, due to considerable simulation times, rarely used. In such particle-based simulations, fibers are represented by chains of spheres [338] or rods [339] and interactions between fibers as well as fibers and the fluid matrix are modeled.

Due to their reduced computational effort, rheological models such as the classical Tucker-Folger model [340] and numerous extensions and adaptations, including ones accounting for slow orientation kinetics [341], fiber breakage [342] and long fibers [343], have gained more attention, see also [344]. These models allow to determine fiber orientation distributions (commonly expressed in terms of fiber orientation tensors [345]) in tandem with flow simulations of the fluid matrix. The determined fiber orientation distributions can subsequently be used in analytical homogenization techniques [346, 343] or as input for geometrical generation methods as presented in the following section.

2.3.3. Geometrical methods

2.3.3.1. Composites with particle reinforcement. The artificial generation of particulate microstructures has a long history. One topic often addressed is the shape and representation of the inclusions. The manipulation of these geometric objects with numerical tools for RVE generation requires computational geometry. Moreover, all generation methods need a non-overlapping control algorithm which necessitates a geometric parametrization of the bodies. The center point \( \mathbf{x}_c \) is assigned to every shape. Furthermore, for anisotropic bodies, an orientation description via a direction \( \mathbf{d} \) with unit length and an angle of rotation \( \alpha \in [0; \pi] \) can be introduced. The shapes are then parameterized by:

- sphere: \( \text{sph}(\mathbf{x}_c, r) = \{ \mathbf{x} | | \mathbf{x} - \mathbf{x}_c |^2 \leq r^2 \} \)
- ellipsoid: \( \text{ellipsoid}(\mathbf{x}_c, \mathbf{d}, a, b, c) = \{ \mathbf{x} | \mathbf{x} \cdot \mathbf{A} \cdot \mathbf{x} + 2\mathbf{A} \cdot \mathbf{x}_c \cdot \mathbf{x} \leq c \} \)
- cylinder: \( \text{cylinder}(\mathbf{x}_c, \mathbf{d}, r, l) = \{ \mathbf{x} | | \mathbf{x} - \mathbf{x}_c | \cdot (\mathbf{I} - \mathbf{d} \otimes \mathbf{d}) \cdot | \mathbf{x} - \mathbf{x}_c | \leq r^2 \cap | \mathbf{x} - \mathbf{x}_c | \cdot \mathbf{d} \leq \frac{1}{2} \cap -| \mathbf{x} - \mathbf{x}_c | \cdot \mathbf{d} \leq \frac{1}{2} \} \)
- capsule: \( \text{capsule}(\mathbf{x}_c, \mathbf{d}, r, l) = \text{cylinder}(\mathbf{x}_c, \mathbf{d}, r, l) \cup \text{sph}(\mathbf{x}_c - \frac{1}{2} \mathbf{d}, r) \cup \text{sph}(\mathbf{x}_c + \frac{1}{2} \mathbf{d}, r) \)
- polyhedron: \( \text{poly}(\mathbf{n}, d) = \{ \mathbf{x} | | \mathbf{x} \cdot \mathbf{n} | \leq d \} \).

Geometric primitives and the interpretation of the individual parameters are depicted in Fig. 20. Given the parameterization of the geometric bodies, stochastic distributions can be considered with respect to position, orientation and individual parameters in a random manner to mimic experimental findings.

In general, inclusion systems can be generated [347]

- without contact between inclusions (system with isolated particles) or
- with contact between inclusions (packed particle system).

Various methods exist to generate such systems. A major goal is to mimic the statistical information of experimental findings such as location and/or orientation distribution of particles.

Generally, the main challenge is to achieve the volume fraction observed in real materials. This is due to the non-overlapping constraint which is usually executed via pairwise tests of the geometric primitives and, therefore, computationally very time consuming. The non-overlapping constraint is either checked by intersection tests or by distance computations in the framework of computational geometry [348, 349]. For spheres, both approaches reduce to calculations of distance between the sphere centers \( \mathbf{x}_c \) and are well suited. The highest possible value of the inclusion volume fraction of monodisperse spheres is \( \frac{\pi}{3\sqrt{2}} \approx 74\% \). Different authors report an asymptotic value of 64% for the volume fraction of random loose packings of spheres, e.g., [350]. If particles with different sizes are allowed, arbitrarily dense packings are possible.

For capsules, analytical expressions for the non-overlapping constraint exist. This reduces the problem to determining the distance between two line segments [351]. Convex polyhedra are treated by distance calculations between points and planes. For all other shapes, intersection tests and distance computations are by no means trivial. No analytical expressions of intersection or distance computations exist for ellipsoids or cylinders. Therefore, iterative methods have to be taken into account.\(^\text{15}\)

Random sequential adsorption method: The random sequential adsorption method is the most intuitive and most widely used algorithm to generate non-overlapping matrix-inclusion RVEs. It was introduced in the fundamental work of Widom [355]. Objects are added randomly and sequentially and the method can be divided into four steps:

\(^{15}\) Eberly [351, 352] suggested fast intersection tests of ellipsoids and cylinders. Viable approaches for distance computations are also introduced by Lin et al. [353] for ellipsoids and [354] for cylinders.
One disadvantage of the random sequential adsorption approach is the low volume fraction achievable. In order to ensure the non-overlapping requirement for inclusions, the distances between the to-be-placed inclusion and all existing ones are calculated. If the distance is smaller than an a priori defined minimal distance $d_{\text{min}}$, the new inclusion is rejected. The number of rejections increases drastically with increasing volume fraction or aspect ratio of the geometric primitives. Consequently, generating high volume fraction RVEs is very time consuming if not impossible.\(^{16}\) In the placement procedure, arbitrary distributions enter the process. Thus, statistically distributed orientations easily arise. Various researchers employed the algorithm for generating RVEs with spheres \(^{358,356}\), capsules \(^{358}\), cylinders \(^{359,360,12}\), ellipsoids \(^{358,361}\) or approximations of those shapes via lines or convex polyhedra \(^{12,362}\).

**Collective rearrangement algorithms**: Collective rearrangement algorithms are typically utilized in combination with random sequential adsorption or sedimentation methods which generate an initial configuration with possibly overlapping particles. In a second step, a denser packing is achieved by repositioning and shrinking some or all particles. The densification processes are inspired by molecular dynamics, compression tests or artificial repositioning schemes driven by heuristics.

Repositioning by an artificial scheme is used by Jodrey et al. \(^{363}\) for spheres of equal radii. Starting from an initial configuration with overlapping spheres, the particles are shrinked and intelligently removed to reach a volume fraction of 64.2–64.9%. An innovative method of generating cylinders and spheres based on a constrained optimization formulation is given in \(^{364}\). In the case of unidirectional cylinders of equal diameter, volume fractions of 80% are achieved; for spheres only up to 40%. Schneider et al. \(^{136}\) combined a random sequential adsorption process with migration and repositioning of fibers. Fed by a given orientation distribution, large fibers are iteratively moved, driven by the solution of a minimization problem. Large aspect ratios as well as high volume fractions up to 60% are achieved.

Balzani et al. \(^{365}\) generated so-called statistically similar RVEs which are less complex than a fully representative choice, but exhibit similar statistical features as the real microstructure. They proposed a least-square functional including an arbitrary number of statistical measures. By minimization of this functional, the artificially generated RVE is statistically similar to the included statistical information. They utilize ellipsoids which are repositioned during the optimization procedure and which may overlap.
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\(^{16}\) In 2D, a circle jamming limit of 54.7% \(^{356}\) and, in 3D, an asymptotic limit volume fraction of 38.5% for monodisperse spheres \(^{357}\) are reported (as compared to the theoretical maximum of 74% for the close packing). Therefore, RVEs generated employing the random sequential adsorption method typically feature volume fractions up to 20%.
Inspired by molecular dynamics, Alder et al. [366] introduced the idea to solve Newton’s law of motion for every particle: particles move towards each other due to artificially introduced attracting forces. Contact algorithms or approximate contact algorithms (intersection tests) need to be employed to circumvent overlapping. Recent works in this field are presented by Ghossein et al. [367] and Salnikov et al. [368].

Another method is inspired by compression and shaking. By employing external constraints, introducing gravitational forces and accounting for contact between the particles, the initial configurations are densified. Han et al. [369] achieved an inclusion volume fraction of 52% for monodisperse spheres by a combination of global compression, random (local) compression as well as shaking. Yu et al. [370] suggested a compacting algorithm also applicable to ellipsoids of moderate aspect ratios. More recent contributions address cylinder based fiber reinforced RVEs. Starting with experimental data of a fibrous microstructure as input, Gaiselmann et al. [371] compressed a fibrous network of cylinders. In contrast, Harper [372] et al. and Islam et al. [373] used FE-simulations to compress and obtain inclusion volume fractions of up to 50%. Sheng et al. [374] and Wang et al. [375] modeled concrete-like particle reinforced composites with polyhedral inclusions. The RVEs are generated by free fall acceleration simulations incorporating gravity and contact in terms of FE-simulations.

Catalanotti et al. [376] introduced an algorithm for spheres that is capable of generating RVEs with volume fractions up to 74%, see also Moscinski and Bargiel [377,378] or Maggi et al. [379] for volume fractions up to 70%. Catalanotti’s method combines multiple packing arrangements starting from the densest packing (fcc) configuration and randomly removes and repositions the particles until the desired volume fraction is reached.

Popular methods in generating granular media composites employ geometric adaption of particles in terms of pure shrinking [380–383]. In contrast to the aforementioned geometric shapes, these microstructures are based on polyhedral inclusion shapes. Starting from an initial Voronoi tessellation, iterative shrinking is employed, allowing for arbitrary volume fractions. By appropriately choosing the initial Voronoi tessellation, grain size distributions can be incorporated in the final microstructure. Fig. 21 depicts some typical microstructures.

**Fig. 21.** Geometric setting of various matrix-inclusion composites: (a) 100 cylindrical inclusions with an aspect ratio of 25 and a volume fraction of 5%. (b) 100 ellipsoidal inclusions with an aspect ratio of 10 and a volume fraction of 20%. (c) 100 polyhedral inclusions with a volume fraction of 90%.

Popular methods in generating granular media composites employ geometric adaption of particles in terms of pure shrinking [380–383]. In contrast to the aforementioned geometric shapes, these microstructures are based on polyhedral inclusion shapes. Starting from an initial Voronoi tessellation, iterative shrinking is employed, allowing for arbitrary volume fractions. By appropriately choosing the initial Voronoi tessellation, grain size distributions can be incorporated in the final microstructure. Fig. 21 depicts some typical microstructures.

**DIGIMAT** is a commercial modeling platform for non-linear multiscale material and structural modeling problems. The finite element toolbox offers the possibility to create realistic RVEs for different inclusion shapes and material properties. Examples include the generation of RVEs with randomly distributed spherical inclusions [384,385], perfectly aligned fibers [386] or random fiber distributions by using a fiber randomization algorithm [387]. These RVEs can be exported as common CAD formats. **DIGIMAT** also includes a mean field homogenization toolbox to predict effective non-linear material parameters for all kinds of inclusions and sizes in an efficient way. Furthermore, the software includes tools for exchange of experimental data and material models, direct coupling to finite element software such as LS-DYNA, mapping results between different meshes as well as special purpose tools, e.g., the computation of composite sandwich panels.

**Regular packing of microstructures**

Some structures consist of regular or almost regular microstructural arrangements. In some of these cases, the simplest possible unit cell might be sufficient, but this is not necessarily the case. If one is interested in plastic or damage behavior, for example, larger volume elements are needed in order to ensure representativeness. Further, it may not be efficient to create random microstructures for complex inclusion shapes and/or high volume fractions. Depending on the underlying problem at hand, it might be sufficient to approximate the microstructure by regular patterns of the geometric entities.

---

17 Volume fraction of ellipsoids up to 40%.
18 Volume fraction of spheres and cylinders up to 40%.
The challenge does not lie in creating one RVE, but to automatize the generation in order to create many variations of the microstructure to account for statistical representativeness as well as to investigate structural influences for structure-property relations.

Non-simple, regular arranged 3D RVEs were created, for instance, for biomaterials, see Fig. 22: dental enamel (fiber reinforced microstructure) can be approximated by regular positioned prismatic fibers; nacre (brick-and-mortar structure) as polygonal tablets which are non-flat but slightly wavy as characterized by a laser profilometer. The brick-and-mortar RVE representing nacre (Fig. 22(c)) is created by shrinking multiple 2D Voronoi tessellation (cf. Section 2.1.1.3) which are subsequently extended into 3D and arranged arbitrarily on top of each other.

2.3.3.2. Composites with long fiber reinforcement. An increase in aspect ratio of reinforcing particles or fibers generally results in an increased stiffness and strength of the composite. However, composites reinforced with high aspect ratio or long fibers are more difficult to produce on a large scale than short fiber composites, a condition which impedes their use in every-day applications.

Automotive and aerospace applications, however, benefit especially from the enhanced impact and fatigue resistance associated with the high aspect ratio of continuous fiber reinforcements. In the last decades, carbon fiber-reinforced polymers have steadily replaced metals in aircraft construction. While in the 1980s, less than 10 weight-% of an aircraft were made from carbon fiber-reinforced polymers, today, carbon fiber-reinforced polymers account for 50% of the weight of the Boeing 787 and 53% in the A350 XWB. This replacement of traditional materials with carbon fiber reinforced laminates results in emissions that are approximately a quarter lower than those of comparable aluminum aircrafts.

Long and continuous fibers are generally utilized in one of three forms, as depicted in Fig. 23, that is either as single fibers or in bundles of parallel fibers which we refer to as tows. The third form, a twisted bundle (or tow), is called a yarn. All three configurations are commonly simplified and modeled as a single fiber, if the microstructure level of interest is significantly larger than an individual fiber diameter.

In a first approximation, fibers in long fiber composites are considered to be straight and unidirectionally oriented. If furthermore a regular fiber packing in the transverse cross-section is assumed, simple periodic elements as depicted in Fig. 24 can be employed as RVEs.

Both assumptions are in general far from reality and very limiting. In most unidirectionally oriented composites, the fibers are distributed randomly in the transverse cross-section. These and other deviations from the idealized structure such as intertwining, varying diameters and waviness of the fibers directly influence their reinforcing capabilities. This is seen, for example, in composites reinforced with carbon nanotubes, which exhibit all the aforementioned deviations. Depending on the material under consideration, modeling approaches focus on two categories of fibers: straight and wavy.

Straight fibers: Typical examples for composites with reinforced straight fibers are glass or carbon fiber reinforced thermosets. In these composites, unidirectional mats of fibers are shaped as desired and are then impregnated with resin, layered

---

19 Here and in the following, “long fiber” is used to denote inclusions with aspect ratios of >100, which includes both discontinuous fibers with high aspect ratios and continuous fibers as the general principles of RVE generation as presented here can often be employed for both groups.

20 This is in accordance with the definition employed for carbon fiber reinforcements. In textile industries, “tow” refers to coarse, shorter natural fibers.
and cured into composite lamina. Furthermore, carbon fibers, among others, can be woven into bi-directional mats (cf. Section 3.1.1 on the generation of RVEs for woven structures).

Periodic fiber distribution: To describe microstructure dependent properties in a unidirectional composite, the simplest approximation is a regular, periodic packing of fibers. The first unifying discussion of unit cell-RVEs for such periodic arrangements was presented in [393], focusing on hexagonal packing, see Fig. 24(b). Such an idealized structure results in small and simple RVEs and, therefore, fast computations especially if symmetries are also exploited in the assignment of boundary conditions [394]. Despite their highly simplified structure, these periodic unit cells are employed, e.g., as statistically equivalent replacements for complex realistic microstructures [395] or in cases in which the precise fiber distribution only plays a secondary role such as in the investigation of interlaminar effects [394].

Partially random fiber distribution: While idealized fiber packings can be assumed if effective properties along the fiber direction or interlaminar effects are studied, they are incapable of capturing behavior associated with fiber interaction in the transversal direction. It was shown that this spatial distribution of the fibers significantly influences the transverse mechanical properties [396], damage initiation and failure [14] and electric conductivity [397]. In the case of straight fibers, the fibers are in general still considered to be parallel. Thus, the microstructure generation reduces to the generation of a random distribution of disks that is subsequently extruded into the third dimension. In general, a square sample area is chosen to be populated with these disks. The edge length of this square should be at least 50 times the fiber radius to correctly reproduce the randomness of fiber reinforced materials [14]. To populate such a 2D square with disks, generally three approaches exist:

1. digitization of cross-sectional images
2. randomization of a regular, periodic arrangement or
3. random placement based on, e.g., the random sequential adsorption algorithm (see also Algorithm 1 in Section 2.3.3.1).

The first approach is based on experiments and is, therefore, very time-consuming if more than one sample needs to be considered. In the other two approaches, which are geometry based, the algorithms can be fed with statistical data (diameter distributions, mean distances, etc.) gathered from analysis of 2D microstructure images of transversal cross sections.

Geometry based approaches utilize the same general techniques as introduced in Section 2.3.3.1 for 3D particle distributions. In early studies, especially collective rearrangement algorithms, cf. Section 2.3.3.1, were employed. An initially square configuration of fibers with varying diameters can be randomized using Monte Carlo simulations: the coordinates of random fibers are altered while simultaneously the container size is reduced to increase the volume fraction [396]. Comparison with experiments shows excellent agreement of the predicted elastic constants in the transverse direction. Alternatively, it is

---

21 Hexagonal packing preserves transversal isotropy as opposed to square packing.
possible to start with a hexagonal packing (and a non-varying fiber diameter) and randomly relocate every disk in numerous iterations by selecting a random rotation angle and shifting the disk towards the next disk in that direction [391].

One method to achieve extremely high volume fractions of over 90%, however, only with partially random fiber packing, divides a square sample area into a grid of variable size (in the order of the fiber diameter) [398]. In each cell, a fiber is placed randomly, resulting in a globally approximately homogeneous fiber packing. To eliminate the generated overlaps, the packing is then allowed to relax. Unfortunately, the fibers tend to accumulate in very dense hexagonally packed areas that are separated by channels of pores and are partially randomly distributed. The algorithm duplicates fibers that are cut by the bounding box, resulting in a geometrically periodic RVE, which is not the case in the previously discussed algorithms.

Approaches based on random sequential adsorption (see Section 2.3.3.1) have to overcome the jamming limit (i.e., volume fractions greater than \( \approx 55\% \)) for fiber reinforced composites. This can be overcome by initially placing fibers using random sequential adsorption and then heuristically stirring the fibers in two steps [399]. The first step incrementally moves all fibers towards their closest neighbors, generating matrix-rich areas which facilitate further fiber placement with random sequential adsorption. The second step is localized to an area close to the RVE’s edges and prevents clustering of fibers close to the edges and, therefore, local density variations. Fibers cut by the bounding box are duplicated, i.e., the resulting RVE is periodic. RVEs of transversely random fiber composites are generated with a fiber content of more than 65% volume fraction. Different fiber diameters can be accounted for [400]. Comparison of the RVEs with micrographs of 3D woven non-crimp carbon fiber/epoxy composites shows that they are statistically equivalent [401].

An alternative modification of random sequential adsorption is called the random sequential expansion algorithm [402]. Here, the first fiber is placed randomly. Neighboring fibers are generated iteratively via a random rotational angle and distance until no more fibers can be created without causing an overlap, resulting in a small cluster of fibers around the original fiber. Then, the algorithm moves on to the second fiber, filling the area around it. With this algorithm, fiber concentrations of \( \approx 68\% \) volume fraction are achievable.

The general step sequence of the random sequential expansion algorithm is similar to the nearest neighbor algorithm proposed in [403] which, however, is a combined experimental-numerical approach. Here, first and second neighbor distributions are analyzed in micrographs of carbon fiber reinforced polymers and used to feed the algorithm. This generates fibers as first and second neighbors around a starting fiber, thus, reproducing both the short and long range interactions of the real composites in the generated microstructures. Including both, first and second neighbors, prevents fiber aggregation in the center area which might arise using the random sequential expansion algorithm. Introducing probability equations into the nearest neighbor algorithm improves the statistical equivalence of the generated microstructure with experimentally determined distributions [404].

**Random fiber distribution:** Long fiber composites with a random fiber distribution are less common because the very high aspect ratios require dedicated production techniques that are debilitatingly expensive compared to the mass production techniques of short fiber reinforced composites. Moreover, computational generation of such structures with realistic volume fractions is still an open challenge. One approach is to model fibers or tows as straight 1D elements and to allow intersections of fibers. While physically impossible, this approach allows to achieve random microstructures with fiber aspect ratios up to \( \approx 230 \) [405] from a random placement technique. As intersections of fibers are allowed, these structures can only be used to observe general trends or provide comparisons and not as an accurate depiction of realistic materials. Dirrenberger et al. [12] generated RVEs without intersections and large aspects ratios up to 100, achieving a volume fraction of 16%.

Realistic, non-overlapping structures can be generated with methods based on random sequential adsorption [361]. However, due to the increased number of rejections arising due to the high aspect ratio of the fibers, it is hardly feasible to generate structures with volume fractions of more than 10%, as depicted in Fig. 25.

In order to carry out computations on RVEs with a realistic microstructure, recently 3D reconstructions of the real composites from tomography data are becoming promising, compare Section 2.3.1.

**Wavy fibers:** While many applications rely on straight fiber reinforcements, most fibers are in fact wavy. This waviness may have been induced during composite production by, e.g., the resin flow, or is an inherent property of the fiber material.

![Fig. 25. Fully random distribution of non-overlapping fibers generated based on the approach of Schneider, Klusemann and Bargmann [361] using a random sequential adsorption algorithm. 10% volume fraction. (a) 3D view. (b) Top view.](image)
Especially natural organic fibers and nanosize reinforcements such as carbon nanotubes exhibit pronounced waviness. This waviness partly determines the composite’s mechanical properties.

Natural fibers with an inherent waviness such as flax, hemp, or sisal gain importance as reinforcement in polymer-matrix materials, especially in automotive industry. This is in large parts due to sustainability goals: Natural fibers are light, biodegradable, based on renewable raw materials and the energy consumption during production is small as compared to glass or carbon fibers [406]. Furthermore, natural fibers exhibit higher acoustic damping than conventional materials [407], which is exploited to address noise reduction in automobiles.

Carbon nanotubes, on the other hand, exhibit a number of outstanding properties, such as an elastic modulus comparable to that of diamond, and exceptional thermal and electric conductivity. While the latter properties allow for application in functional composites (compare, e.g. [397]), the reinforcing capabilities of carbon nanotubes generally fall short of theoretical predictions. The nanotube waviness is frequently identified as one of the core reasons for this shortcoming [408,409].

Regular waviness: Early attempts to describe the waviness of fibers are based on regular geometries. The waviness of carbon nanotubes can be modeled with a sinusoidal function, in which the waviness is characterized by the amplitude $r$ and the wave length $\lambda$ [408], compare Fig. 26(a). Using the equivalent fiber approach, a single sinusoidal fiber with surrounding matrix is modeled to determine effective mechanical properties [408], see also [410].

An RVE for laminate composites that describes fiber waviness also using a sinusoidal function was presented in [411]. In this approach, a 2D unit cell of a periodic hexagonal fiber distribution is extruded in the third dimension along a sinusoidal trajectory, resulting in a fully periodic RVE of parallel, wavy fibers.

Assuming sinusoidal waviness, however, only accounts for in-plane waviness. To model 3D waviness, [412,413] based their models on a helical fiber geometry as depicted in Fig. 26(b).

While such idealized descriptions of fiber waviness provide insight into the effects of deviation from a perfectly straight fiber geometry, realistic fiber waviness is random and often highly irregular.

Random waviness: Random nature of fiber waviness may result in agglomeration or intertwining of fibers in certain regions. These effects are major contributors to the reinforcing capabilities of wavy fibers. Wavy long fiber reinforcements are generally of two types:

- fibers with regular orientations, i.e., they are oriented so that their longitudinal axes around which they meander are aligned,
- fibers with random orientation with no preferential fiber orientation.

Due to the random nature of the waviness, entanglement and intertwining are possible in both types.

Arrays of oriented, stochastically wavy carbon nanotubes were modeled using a random walk method in [414]. The underlying statistical distributions of the tortuosity are determined from experimental 2D micrographs. In this method, the transversal growth of a single carbon nanotube fiber is confined by a bounding box, thus, preventing entanglement and limiting the tortuosity of the fibers.

Recchia et al. [415] also used a random walk algorithm to generate randomly wavy, entangled fibers forming a twisted yarn, see Fig. 27. To achieve an entanglement of fibers without intersections, fibers are generated stepwise on hexagonal grid planes that lie perpendicularly to the yarn direction. On the first of these planes, a fiber is initialized randomly with a point in one of the hexagonal cells. In the next step, the fiber is continued by passing through either the same hexagon on the next plane or one of the six cells in direct contact with it, resulting in a continuous but random path over multiple planes. Cells which are already filled with a fiber are inadmissible and, furthermore, crossing of paths with another fiber is prevented.
one fiber cannot move onto the next plane because no viable paths remain, it is terminated and a new one is started in an open space. Furthermore, the algorithm provides an option to introduce inclusions which the fibers cannot penetrate. The microstructures generated with this algorithm are not intended as representations of a composite material but it is possible to extend the algorithm accordingly.

The choice of a random walk through adjacent grid cells for high volume fractions of fibers limits the tortuosity to comparatively small values. Herasati et al. [416] proposed a model for entangled and interweaving carbon nanotubes that does not inherently restrict the tortuosity. Furthermore, it uses parameters identified from micrographs to describe the waviness of the nanotubes. In this approach, each fiber is composed of a sequence of straight line segments. Starting from an initial point on one RVE face, each segment is constructed on the basis of a random angle towards the previous segment’s direction and a random rotation around this direction. A new segment is only generated if it does not intersect another fiber.

Drücker, Wilmers and Bargmann [417] based their work on this algorithm, using the end points of the line segments as geometry defining points which are connected with interpolating cubic splines. This guarantees a continuous geometry and prevents the occurrence of artificial kinks and sharp edges. Furthermore, in Drücker, Wilmers and Bargmann [417], the algorithm of Herasati and Zhang [416] is modified such that the generated RVEs are geometrically periodic. Using this approach, RVEs with volume fractions of up to 16% and realistically large waviness and entanglement can be generated, see Fig. 28, as it does not impose any restrictions on the fiber path within the RVE volume.

Motivated from studying randomly distributed cellulose fibers, Faessel et al. [418] modeled a 3D network of tortuous fibers by first generating a straight line that is randomly oriented within a cubic cell. The length of this line is determined from statistical distributions informed from X-ray tomography data. Around the line, curvature points are placed randomly. Using cubic interpolating splines, these points are connected and finally, a tube with a specified radius is extruded along the spline. In this algorithm, fibers are generated independently without intersection checks. Overlaps of fibers are considered to be rare due to low volume fractions and are treated by removal of the intersecting volume and subsequent definition of a contact interface. While generated fibrous network structures are subsequently not embedded in a matrix, such an extension seems possible if not entirely desirable due to the treatment of fiber overlap.

Fig. 27. RVE of a yarn consisting of randomly wavy fibers. Figure reprinted from Acta Mechanica. Fiberwalk: a random walk approach to fiber representative volume element creation [415], 225, 2014, 1301–1312, Recchia et al. (original copyright notice as given in the publication in which the material was originally published) With permission of Springer.

Fig. 28. Periodic RVE of a composite with carbon nanotube arrays, illustrating the random waviness and entanglement of the nanotubes. RVE generated based on Drücker, Wilmers and Bargmann [417].
A random structure of non-overlapping randomly wavy fibers can also be generated by representing fibers by chains of intersecting balls \[419\], see Fig. 29(a). Using random walks, these balls are consecutively generated with a random orientation according to a multivariate von Mises-Fisher distribution and a possibly varying radius. The distance between the center points of the balls is chosen in a trade-off between accuracy of the structure representation and a treatable number of points. If spherocylinders (Fig. 29(b)) instead of balls are used, the computational effort is significantly reduced \[420\]. This initial structure still allows overlap of different fibers or different parts of the same fiber. To correct this, fibers are redistributed in a second step using force-biased fiber packing. Here, repulsion forces are used to prevent overlapping while a recovery force aims to keep the angles and distances between adjacent balls to prevent folding and unrealistic kinks in the fiber geometry. The algorithm uses stochastic distributions to capture the fiber orientation and, thus, allows generation of randomly distributed as well as oriented fibers with the same algorithm. Furthermore, exceptionally high fiber volume fractions of around 50% can be achieved with this algorithm, however, this also results in a low degree of tortuosity of the fibers.

3. Porous solids

We introduce the following classification for porous solids, see Fig. 30, partly based on the definitions and terminology of Rouquerol et al. \[421\] for agglomerates and aggregates:

(a) fabrics
   (i) woven structures
   (ii) non-wovens

(b) agglomerates
   (i) cellular structures
      • closed-cell structures
      • open-cell structures
         – random open-cell structures
         – regular open-cell structures (metamaterials)
   (ii) matrix-dilute pore systems

(c) aggregates, such as sand, crushed stone, recycled concrete, ...

3.1. Fabrics

We classify fabrics in two categories: woven and non-woven. The former is made by weaving, braiding, stitching or knitting, whereas for the latter, fibers are bonded mechanically, chemically or thermally into a random web structure.
3.1.1. Woven structures

Woven structures are characterized by a distinct hierarchy. Independent of whether a woven, braided or even stitched or knitted fabric is considered, the underlying building blocks are usually several yarns which themselves are made of fibers. These yarns can be distinguished based on their orientation with respect to the processing direction: warp yarns run in processing direction, weft yarns perpendicularly to it, see Fig. 31.

Examples of woven structures are plain, twill and satin weaves, see Fig. 32. In the case of plain weave, a criss-cross pattern is obtained by aligning warp and weft yarn in an alternating way. The smallest periodic RVE for this type of weaving consists of at least two warp and two weft yarns. A twill weave shows a pattern of diagonal parallel ribs obtained by passing the weft yarn first over one or more and then under two or more warp yarns and so forth. The characteristic diagonal pattern is obtained by continuing this process for all weft yarns but with an offset to the previous row. In a satin weave, the warp yarns go over much more wefts than in twill leading to a very soft surface. A glossy surface and a dull back are characteristic for a warp-faced weaving technique.

Examples of a 3D woven structure are interlocked or interlaced fabrics. A review of modeling approaches in terms of micro-geometry for 3D woven interlock structures was given in [422]. Fang and Liang [423] provided an overview on numerical methods for braided structures, including a discussion of geometric modeling approaches and special aspects of mesh generation.

RVEs for woven structures either consist of the fabric alone or the fabric embedded into matrix material. Woven composites are space-filling, however, their RVE generation is primarily based on the geometry of the porous weave. Thus, they are discussed in this section.

3.1.1.1. Microstructure reconstruction from experimental data. A number of models for woven structures were created based on image information obtained by experiments, i.e., CT data [424–429].

Barbero et al. [424,430] approximated the fiber/matrix bundle in an RVE for plain weave fabrics. Based on digitization of photomicrographs, bounds of fabric are determined from cross sections (i) perpendicularly to the warp direction which also show the in-plane weave shape in the weft direction and (ii) perpendicularly to the weft direction which also show the in-plane weave shape in warp direction. Using this information, warp and weft are generated based on sinusoidal curves. These curves are adjusted to avoid intersections. A 3D model is built by modeling four half-yarns using the CAD-software I-DEAS.
based on the 2D geometrical model of the cross-section curves described above, see also Fig. 34. A sweeping approach along path curves is not possible due to the fact that the evaluated curves for the weave at different cross sections do not match. Thus, the front face information is mirrored and copied to the back face before using a blending algorithm for the cross-section and path curves to define the yarn surfaces. For each yarn, three path curves and four cross-section curves are necessary to describe the surface. Small rotations of the yarns in the weft direction about the warp axis avoid any yarn intersection. This may lead to small gaps between the yarns which were subsequently treated as matrix material. Such an RVE represents a full wavelength in warp and fill direction, i.e., a periodic structure. The advantage of such an RVE is its simplicity as only a few measurements on micrographs are required for its generation. Still, it provides a good agreement with experimental results in terms of the mechanical properties, as illustrated in [424,430].

Sevenois et al. [431] determined yarn shapes and paths based on experimental data. Versatile shape functions are employed reproducing the weave geometry. Consequently, problems such as yarn intersection and mismatch in the volume fraction are avoided. The computational costs are rather low compared to methods presented in the following and the created geometry allows a direct application of meshing algorithms and periodic boundary conditions. This model was compared to a model created directly from μCT X-ray data. In the latter approach, the cross section data points of each yarn are taken and connected using spline interpolation, see also [431]. By doing so, solid yarns are created which are assembled to the full fabric. The geometrical and μCT based models are in good agreement, where the geometrical one is computationally significantly cheaper.

Based on μCT scan data, Jacques et al. [427] investigated a 5-harness satin weave. First, the geometric information is identified from μCT scans, which is subsequently used to create a model with the commercial CAD/meshing software CATIA which also allows the integration of flaws and faults of the material into the RVE. Complex geometries lead to single parts when importing a CAD model into a FE software. This might lead to meshes with non-identical surface meshes on opposing sides of the assembly which complicates the application of periodic boundary conditions (one way to overcome this problem is to approximate periodic boundary conditions for non-periodic RVEs [134–136]). The authors address this problem by constraint definitions at the interfaces between the different parts which are implemented into their software OREAS. The results are validated against models obtained via a combination of the more commonly used softwares WiseTEX (see Section 3.1.1.4) and MESH-TEX as well as against experimental data. As these examples show, the generation of RVEs based on micrographs can be used to obtain elaborate as well as realistic structures. However, as soon as the full geometrical information is considered, challenges such as single parts, non-periodic RVEs or small geometric features, which are difficult to mesh, may arise. Therefore, a number of the discussed approaches considers geometrical methods, see Section 3.1.1.3, where the required parameters are identified from experimental micrographs, leading to simple models which may be sufficient for homogenization purposes. However, as soon as the local information within the structure is in the focus, e.g., crack propagation paths, idealized structures generated by geometrical methods are not sufficient and the full information of the experimentally obtained structure needs to be considered.

3.1.1.2. Physics based microstructure generation. What we classify as physics based methods is sometimes subdivided into kinematic and mechanical models when it comes to the generation of woven RVE structures [432]. Kinematic models are based on the simulation of the weaving process as well as post-processing steps such as compaction. These models account
for contact between different yarns [432–437]. However, the actual mechanical behavior is not considered. In contrast, the mechanical model takes the mechanical behavior into account via a constitutive law. This allows the prediction of the final geometry of the fabric after processing including resulting pressures and forces [438,439]. Mechanical models are computationally more expensive than kinematic ones, but also more realistic. In some studies, a combination of geometric and physical modeling approaches is presented [440–442].

Green et al. [435] provided a workflow for the generation of a unit cell of a 3D orthogonal woven structure, see Fig. 33. Based on TEXGEN (see Section 3.1.1.4), a unit cell of the fabric is generated which is transferred to a LS-DYNA beam element model. One characteristic of their model is that each yarn is discretized by a bundle of chains of beam elements, making use of the multi-chain digital element method [443]. In the next step, loading is applied to the yarns to obtain an as-woven fabric. The desired volume fraction is obtained by compacting the model using rigid plates. Finally, a solid geometry is deduced from the chains of beam elements. The results of the approach in terms of accuracy are compared to µCT scans of a dry specimen of the fabric.

Isart et al. [444] compared three generation strategies for 3D orthogonal interlock structures: an idealized representation of the geometry based on TEXGEN, a kinematic model based on the digital element method [443] and an analytical method [445] requiring measurement data from the fabric. The digital element method as well as the analytical method lead to more accurate descriptions of the geometry based on a comparison to experimental results in terms of tomography scans and elastic parameters. The idealized geometry is the fastest method in their study, however, shows deviations from experiments.

The presented physics based microstructure generation examples for woven structures allow for the simulation of realistic internal yarn structures that strongly depend on the manufacturing process. Therefore, such generated RVEs are more realistic for the investigation of local properties and behavior such as damage propagation.

3.1.1.3. Geometrical methods. In geometrical approaches, the geometry is constructed based on analytical or (relatively) simple geometric considerations [424,446–453], i.e., leading to parametrical solid models. Further, geometrical approaches might be based on specific geometric rules, i.e., the yarn path has to follow certain restrictions to avoid interpenetration [454–458] or contact algorithms to avoid penetration [459–461]. For certain structures, such as braided textiles, the different present components of the textile, i.e., interlaced and bias yarns, are often modeled separately based on geometric considerations and afterwards assembled to form a braided structure showing a specified braiding angle and spacing [462,463]. As noted by Lomov et al. [447], geometrical methods can account for local variation in textile geometry, i.e., permeability, in an explicit way.

Plain weave: Most geometrical modeling approaches deal with plain weave fabrics [446,464,451,465]. Kuhn and Charalambides [446] considered composites with a polymer or ceramic matrix which show strong differences for the space between the bundles. The authors approximated the woven composite as a four layer laminated composite [446], where all four yarns are identical. The yarns are described by piecewise continuous functions. The cross-sections of the yarns are generated as sinusoidal top and bottom profiles with sharp points at the edges. Additionally, a sinusoidal periodic undulation of yarns is assumed. The in-plane width of yarns is modeled as constant along the longitudinal direction. The area of the cross-section remains constant along the yarn, but its shape strongly depends on the arrangement of the yarns. A fiber/matrix bundle in a 3D RVE for plain weave fabrics (depicted in Fig. 34) can be approximated based on a periodic 2D model described by four sinusoidal functions, one for each RVE face [424], see Fig. 34.

Brown et al. [464] presented a systematic approach to generate a model based on a 2D plain weave structure, assuming ideal connections between individual yarns. First, a yarn cross-section is created by using a rectangle of desired length and height in combination with a three point arc to construct the wireframe of the assumed lenticular shape. Based on the

Fig. 34. Plain weave fabric RVE: Yarns are approximated by sinusoidal functions, as e.g. done in [424], where only a half wavelength is depicted.
identification of an appropriate yarn path, the two profiles are positioned to create a solid yarn. To assemble the RVE, the individual instances are incorporated by rotating and moving them until the desired orientations and positions are obtained. Within the proposed systematic approach, woven fabrics are created based on a common data source and a solid model of the fabric is automatically created \[464\]. The basic data in terms of the weave pattern is generated with XSection, coupled to the software SCOTWEAVE \[466\]. This information has to be supplemented with loom setup data to create the woven fabric, enabling the generation of a solid model of the fabric (based on I-DEAS) afterwards. The main advantage of such RVE modeling schemes is that gaps and intersections are easily avoided – leading to RVEs which are simple to generate, mesh and calculate computationally, however, providing less realistic geometries.

Kowalczyk \[451\] proposed an enhanced model for plain weave fabrics that preserves constant yarn cross-sections for undulated yarns, including much more geometric details of the yarn-to-yarn interface such as variable thicknesses between intersecting yarns and a local alignment of yarn’s principal direction of transverse isotropy with fiber axis direction. The RVE is based on an analytical description for warp and weft yarns. One key assumption is the transformation of the yarn’s central axis into a sinusoidal shape around which the yarns freely shape and the undulation is only restricted by neighboring yarns.

**Twill weave:** Stier et al. \[467\] generated an RVE of a twill weave ply, see Fig. 35. The determination of the elastic properties of the yarns is based on an additional RVE of perfectly aligned fibers in a hexagonal dense packing. In the RVE for the twill weave ply, the material orientation of the homogenized yarn is defined according to its sweep direction.

**Multiple weavings:** Hivet and Boisse \[454\] presented a geometrical model suitable for multiple shapes and weave types (plain, twill, satin), based on up to seven parameters, representing yarn width, yarn density, yarn weaving in each direction and thickness of the fabric. The yarns are created by sweeping the cross-section along a trajectory, allowing variation of cross-sectional shapes based on control sections and points. This is ensured by a smooth interpolation between the control sections using the “swept blend” feature in PROENGINEER. The developed model captures realistic contact surfaces between yarns and a varying cross-section shape along the yarn trajectory.

For twill and satin patterns, Adumitroaie and Barbero \[449\] proposed a general approach for models at ply level based on geometrical parameters defining the individual yarn geometry as well as weaving pattern of the fabric. New geometric functions, i.e., undulation and cross-section shape, are introduced which cover the current configuration of the composite. For the description of a braided composite, Zhang and Xu \[468\] used three unit cells to represent interior, surface and corner regions to investigate the distinct different properties of the composite at these positions. Tal and Fish \[469\] used statistical image information for the creation of statistically equivalent RVEs.
An iterative strategy for the creation of a yarn structure of high density interlock unit-cells is presented in [460], accounting in particular for weaving, lateral and longitudinal contacts. The iterative strategy ensures consistency and prevents interpenetration at contact areas between yarns as well as a variable yarn section shape, see Fig. 36.

Stig and Hallström [440] presented an approach for the internal geometry generation, including path and cross-section variation of the yarns, see Fig. 37. The yarn perimeters are approximated as inflatable tubes. To avoid intersections, tubes are first constructed in TexGen in a rough manner where the geometry is small enough to avoid any intersection. For example, this is achieved by uniformly decreasing the cross-section of the yarns until no penetration remains. Afterwards, the yarns are treated as hollow cylinders and expanded until the correct volume fraction is reached, accounting for contact between the yarns. Subsequently, the geometry is exported to a mesh generator to create periodic surface meshes. The information of the surface mesh is subsequently used in the expansion process to track the contact conditions between the yarns. The synthetically created woven structure is validated by comparison to 3D tomography scan data.

With geometrical methods, RVEs of different complexities and levels of detail can be generated. Methods based on strong idealizations provide efficient tools for simplified RVEs which may be sufficient for homogenization purposes. If the focus is on local investigations more realistic geometrical approaches, e.g., considering contact, are required. Generating detailed RVEs with geometrical methods is still less computationally expensive than for physics based models (see Section 3.1.1.2).

### Software tools

The software tools WISETEX and TexGen allow for generating textile RVEs based on geometrical methods. WISETEX [470–472] is an integrated design tool to model the internal microstructure and deformation of textiles. The software is based on a generalized description of the internal structure of the textile reinforcements at the unit cell level. The yarn’s cross-sectional area is assumed to be constant. A unified description is used for the deformed and undeformed internal geometry of the fabrics. The yarn path is determined by minimizing the bending energy of the yarns inside the considered volume accounting for the designed weave pattern and assuming the stable state of the fabric. The weave patterns are described by a matrix coding algorithm. Afterwards, the yarns are decomposed into elementary crimp intervals. For each interval, the weft crimp heights (in-plane and out-of-plane) are determined and subsequently used for reconstruction of the yarn geometry with a spline approximation solution. Models without interpenetration are constructed, however, this is not guaranteed [473]. The finite element model is generated by meshing the yarn volume with a sweep-meshing technique, using the mesh of the cross-section of the yarn. This results in a regular mesh for the yarn. To eliminate possible mesh penetrations, three steps are performed. First the yarns are separated, then a resistant media is placed between the yarns before compressing them together. By this, the initial positions of the yarns are found [471].

TexGen is an open source software based on a generic approach for all types of woven textile structures [456,474]. One specific feature is that local cross sectional changes of shape and size are admissible. This is done by a software feature for interference correction, avoiding penetration of yarns. The geometry is generated by an independent specification of yarn path and yarn cross sections. The yarn path is mathematically described by a spline and is usually determined by parameters such as fabric structure, yarn cross section, yarn spacing or fabric thickness [474]. For instance, the yarn path is interpolated from measured points from experimental micrographic images [473]. Zeng et al. [475] presented a procedure for the creation of a unit cell model in TexGen which accounts for a systematic local variation in yarn path and cross section to represent...
orthogonal carbon fiber weaves. The initial yarn cross section is modeled in TexGen as constant with different possible forms, i.e., circular, elliptic or lenticular. The yarns are represented as solid volumes by TexGen where the total volume consists of individual sections which are defined at each control node of the spline, representing the yarn path. At each of these nodes, the cross sectional geometries are defined locally to account for experimental measurements or specific targeted variations. In addition to the classical symmetric shape of the cross section, TexGen allows the assignment of hybrid shape functions to account for asymmetries. The yarn surface is defined based on the yarn path and cross section. To create a yarn volume, the series of individual sections are combined for each yarn in the considered unit cell. However, as this procedure is often computationally inefficient, TexGen works with so-called centerlines which describe the yarn path with superimposed cross sections. Additionally, the toolbox provides the possibility to act as a pre-processor for finite element simulations, including mesh generation, contact definitions, material orientation and boundary conditions.

3.1.2. Non-woven structures

Non-woven fabrics can be described as manufactured sheet or web structures of random long fibers [476] that are bonded either mechanically by entanglement, chemically, or thermally, that is, through localized melting and resolidification. Possible fiber materials are manifold, however, most often, natural or polymer fibers are employed. By variation of the materials, bonding mechanisms or bond spot and fiber densities, non-wovens are tailored to different requirements, resulting in application cases ranging from hygiene and medical cloths over fire-protective linings and building materials to highly specialized filtration systems.

Non-woven fabrics are employed as filter materials because they allow to form mechanically stable structures with extremely high porosity resulting in a high permeability. Careful design of a non-woven fabrics’ microstructure further allows to optimize pore sizes (and, therefore, the transport properties) as well as other functionalities such as thermal and electrical conductivity. Due to this versatility, non-woven filters are utilized, e.g., in advanced particle filters [477,478] and as gas-diffusion layers in fuel-cells [337]. To facilitate optimization of these materials, understanding the correlation between microstructure and functionality and, therefore, accurate models of the microstructure are crucial.

Non-wovens are structurally similar to the fully random distributions of wavy fibers discussed in Section 2.3.3.2. Therefore, it stands to reason that some of the principles discussed there could be employed in RVE generation for non-wovens as well. However, these microstructure generation mechanisms are generally not able to account for the high number of fiber contacts and the large fiber curvature necessary for web formation in non-wovens.

The complexity of a single fiber’s morphology and the convoluted nature of the whole microstructure make straightforward geometry descriptions difficult. Therefore, many approaches exist that aim to reconstruct non-woven microstructures from experimental imaging techniques.

3.1.2.1. Microstructure reconstruction from experimental data. Investigating the microstructure of non-woven fabrics with classical 2D imaging techniques such as optical microscopy or scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is a difficult task as, due to the high void volume, information from different material depths is conflated. This loss of information makes fiber identification and image post-processing increasingly difficult. Confocal microscopy could be used to mitigate this problem but is only applicable for limited depths [479] and still requires extensive interpolation for overlapping fibers.

Sambaer [480] automatically extracted the top layer of a nanofiber based non-woven from a 2D SEM image. Conditions for successful fiber identification in post-processing such as good contrast and viewing angles are outlined. The 2D fiber structure recovered with this method is then used to generate an artificial 3D structure by stacking multiple rotated copies of the 2D layer. Using this technique, realistic pore channels can be modeled, but the mechanical properties of the non-woven cannot be studied as connections and entanglements between layers are neglected.

To capture full 3D information, such as the interconnectivity of whole networks with 2D imaging techniques, serial sectioning methods are applied. As these are based on the removal of thin slices inbetween the imaging steps, they cannot be applied on a non-woven without sample preparation that stabilizes the structure. Mechanical cutting is made possible by embedding the non-woven into a matrix material such as a polymeric resin [481] that holds the fibers in place during cutting. Embedding the sample in a second phase requires care, as complete filling of the void space is required and flow of the impregnating resin within the network causes movement of the fibers. This alteration of the microstructure can be minimized by skilled and experienced experimentalist, but it is impossible to guarantee a completely unaffected microstructure.

Non-destructive imaging of non-woven microstructures is performed using imaging techniques based on transmissive radiation, compare Section 2.1.1.1. Hoferer et al. [477] employed magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) as known from medical applications to study the structure and particle deposition within a polymer fiber filter. While the non-destructive nature of this method is promising for in situ studies, it requires the void space to be filled with water as the fibers themselves do not provide a sufficient signal. Using this workaround, the void space is measured and the fiber structure is recovered as its inverse. Immersing the specimen in water may alter the microstructure before imaging and requires elaborate specimen holders. With this setup, static high-definition imaging allows resolutions of up to 59 μm at a measuring time of 8 h. For in situ measurement, the measuring time has to be reduced considerably, resulting in significant deterioration of the image resolution.

Imaging using X-ray tomography in contrast is non-invasive and allows for 3D imaging of a non-woven microstructure at resolutions of a few micrometers [482–484], compare also Section 2.1.1.1. Despite the possible resolutions being much better than in MRI, μCT measurements may still be insufficient for non-wovens, as the fiber diameter especially in advanced materials may be significantly smaller than the resolution limit [482].
3.1.2.2. Physics based microstructure generation. Numerous fabrication processes for non-wovens exist, depending on the material and the bonding type. One common process route is aerodynamic web forming, in which the fibers are released from a rotating drum or, in the case of some polymer fibers, directly from the melt spinning process into highly turbulent air flows in which they are entangled. These entangled fibers are then deposited onto a moving conveyor belt to form a 3D web structure. Further post-processing steps such as compression or thermobonding are possible.

Describing this whole process mathematically is too complex but modeling process steps can provide valuable insights into the microstructure generation. Klar et al. [485] presented a stochastic 3D surrogate model for the lay-down of the fibers on the conveyor belt in which the deposited fibers are described by an arc-length parametrized curve. The model includes parameters accounting for physical properties of the fibers such as their stiffness and coiling behavior, and takes process parameters (turbulence influence on deposition topology, machine geometry, conveyor belt speed, etc.) as an input. Furthermore, the framework allows to include different degrees of anisotropy, frilling and crimping of the fibers and thermobonding by identification of contact points [486]. The parameters determining the material, process and structure evolution behavior need to be determined from experiments or, partially, from simulations of turbulent flow dynamics [486]. The high number of parameters is necessary to achieve realistic microstructures but requires elaborate experiments and extensive studies of the parameters’ influence.

3.1.2.3. Geometrical methods. When artificially generating a microstructure, certain geometrical simplifications are introduced depending on the method applied. Often, these simplifications are quite significant, a drawback that is commonly balanced by considerable reductions of the method’s complexity and computational overhead. Therefore, the suitability of any microstructure generation technique depends not only on the material at hand but also on the type of information one is interested in. For example, some descriptions of non-woven microstructures neglect interconnectivities of the fibers in one spatial direction [480,487] which makes mechanical investigations impossible but is admissible when one is interested in the flow behavior along this direction. Similarly, the different bonding types in non-wovens lend themselves to different structural simplifications.

Some thermobonded non-wovens are bonded by local melting and compression of the fibers by a hot calender. This results in a generally regular pattern of bond spots within the randomly oriented fiber sheet. Mueller and Kochmann [488] used this basic structure to generate 2D RVEs for non-woven sheets consisting of a regular grid of plates, representing bond spots, that are connected by fiber bundles modeled as trusses. The orientation of these trusses can be random, based on orientation distributions determined in experimental studies [489]. RVEs generated with these methods are two-dimensional but the same principles could certainly be employed in building 3D structures.

To study a 3D structure in which fibers bond across different layers, approximating mechanically bonded non-wovens, Niskanen and Alava [490] introduced an algorithm in which initially straight fibers are positioned and oriented randomly within a plane before being lowered onto a substrate. The fibers are lowered one after the other and are kept straight and parallel to the substrate until first contact with a subjacent fiber. Upon contact, the fiber is deformed to lower parts of the fiber further. The degree of bending, i.e., the fiber’s stiffness, is controlled by a user input deflection constraint. With this method, an interconnected, randomly oriented fiber structure can be modeled. However, it does not allow for the typical looping and entanglement of non-woven fibers.

Methods allowing to generate microstructures of wavy entangled fibers have already been discussed in Section 2.3.3.2. While such methods [419,415,417] could be used as a good approximation for non-woven structures, the degree of curvature possible is significantly lower than what is expected for non-wovens. Microstructures with arbitrarily large fiber curvatures and even looping can be generated with the algorithm presented in [337]. To allow for these large curvatures, the fiber path is represented by a random polygonal track based on multivariate time series. Fibers described by these paths are placed randomly within a volume, without preventing overlaps. This structure is in a second step transformed into a non-overlapping one using a force-based fiber packing algorithm [419], compare Section 2.3.3.2. A higher degree of curvature is possible in this technique, however, it goes along with a loss of control over fiber orientations and structure anisotropies as compared to [419]. The choice of a geometrical generation method for non-woven fabrics is, therefore, not straightforward and requires careful examination of the admissibility and influence of the introduced simplifications.

3.2. Agglomerates

As agglomerates, we consider porous materials which are consolidated, existing as relatively rigid, macroscopic bodies whose dimensions exceed those of the pores by many orders of magnitude. We divide these into two groups depending on the relative density \( \rho^\circ/\rho_s \), where \( \rho^\circ \) denotes the density of the agglomerate and \( \rho_s \) represents the density of the solid phase. Materials with relative density smaller than 0.3 are referred to as cellular materials [266]. These materials encapsulate certain mechanical, thermal and acoustic properties, such as high strength to weight ratio, low thermal conductivity, and relatively higher sound absorption, desired for many engineering applications. Increasing the relative density requires thickening of the cell wall and a consequent reduction of the pore volume. Matrix-dilute pore systems which involve materials with isolated elliptical or spherical voids are studied in the class of porous media with high relative density. Through the presence of material discontinuities due to pores these materials share the mentioned mechanical, thermal and acoustic properties of cellular materials, however relatively less effectively due to their higher density.
Cellular materials are composed of mostly polyhedral cells with solid edges or faces [266]. Edge refers to “lines” connecting vertices, whereas face (resp. wall) refers to a “surface” of the polyhedra. If only cell edges exist in the material microstructure, we refer to these materials as open-cell. Microstructures containing cell faces sealing each cell off from its neighbors are referred to as closed-cell. Thus, in open-cell structures, it is always possible to find a way through the cells without penetrating the solid part of the material, whereas this is not possible for closed-cell materials. Most generally available cellular materials are foams which exist as open- or closed-cell structures, see Fig. 38. Certain materials involve a blend of open and closed cells and are, thus, of mixed type.

Cellular microstructures may emerge at various scales. For instance, in nanoporous open-cell metals, the pores are in the range of nanometers, whereas for natural sea sponges, the pores are in the range of millimeters. Further materials with cellular microstructures are, e.g., bone, cork, wood, plant stems, and other animal and plant tissues. The inherent 3D structural complexity of cellular materials has a strong influence on the effective mechanical, thermal and acoustic properties. This makes conventional analytical bounds on the corresponding effective properties too conservative [491]. Thus, 3D realistic models are required for an accurate evaluation of structure-property relations of cellular solids.

3.2.1. Cellular structures
3.2.1.1. Microstructure reconstruction from experimental data. Although the underlying fundamental idea of serial sectioning of cellular materials is the same as for polycrystals, the details are not straightforward. Most cellular structures, especially those with open cells, are inappropriate candidates for conventional serial sectioning techniques, composed of cyclic abrasion of material layers via grinding/polishing and imaging the newly exposed sections [493], due to their inherent sensitivity to local mechanical loading. However, for open-cell structures, stabilizing the load carrying network through polymer infiltration22 exploiting the structure’s percolation property allows application of serial sectioning23.

Serial sectioning techniques are inherently destructive, and by that, their application is limited to static and ex situ microstructural investigations. On the other hand, non-destructive techniques such as computer X-ray tomography are more suited for investigation of dynamic microstructures and in situ phenomena at the scale above one micrometer [494]. Especially with their low overall absorption of X-rays as a consequence of their low density, cellular materials are optimal candidates for X-ray tomography. The non-destructive nature of this technique allows in situ visualization of deformation and failure mechanisms of ligaments and cell walls. The resolution of the tomography is crucial considering the scale of the relevant cellular microstructure and needs to be sufficiently high to resolve ligaments and cell walls [495]. In medium resolution microtomography, a resolution of the order of 10 μm can be achieved by using a classical micro focus X-ray tube as a source. In high-resolution microtomography, high intensity X-ray radiation is necessary in order to produce highly parallel beams which allow resolutions of the order of 1 μm [118]. Thus, many cellular materials with characteristic sizes above several micrometers constitute ideal candidates for X-ray tomography. For example, undeformed microstructures of polyurethane foam and local deformation mechanisms during a compression test are investigated by means of X-ray microtomography in [496]. Different closed-cell foams where the material ranged from metal, polymer and mineral (concrete) foams to even bread were investigated using X-ray tomography with a quantitative comparison through 3D image processing with corresponding finite element model development attempts [495]. In situ X-ray microtomographic studies on aluminum closed-cell foams under compression are reported in [497].

If the investigated material has features on the submicron scale which are inaccessible to the mentioned medium- or high-resolution X-ray microtomography, an alternative method to generate 3D information is using electron tomography
in a transmission electron microscope \cite{279,280}. High-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy imaging can be used for nanoporous gold foils with average thickness of 120 nm for 3D reconstruction of the microstructure \cite{279}. The method allows binarized reconstructions with 3D voxel resolution even below 1 nm. Although providing very high spatial resolution in a non-destructive way, the applicability of the method is limited to very thin films.

For thicker samples, a powerful technique is FIB/SEM tomography, as described in the preceding sections. For example, 3D open-cell structures of nanoporous gold with a characteristic length scale as small as 40 nm are investigated in \cite{98}. In order to supply structural stability by holding cut ligaments in place, the pores are infiltrated with epoxy (at room temperature) prior to the removal of material layers. Nevertheless, FIB milling may introduce surface relaxation or severe damage \cite{498,499}. Moreover, due to its destructive nature, unlike conventional tomography methods, this method does not allow investigating dynamic microstructure and in situ experimenting. Investigation of coarsening in nanoporous gold microstructures over static microstructures of interrupted processes can be found in \cite{100}.

Finally, combining transmission X-ray microscopy using synchrotron X-ray sources with tomographic methods renders non-destructive observations with submicron spatial resolution (as low as 30 nm) for samples with thickness of the order of 10 micrometers \cite{281,114}. This X-ray nanotomography method allows in situ morphological and topological property investigations of nanoporous metals with characteristic length scales as small as nanometers during coarsening or under mechanical loading \cite{114}.

For cellular materials, another technique for reconstruction of the 3D microstructures is magnetic resonance imaging. However, whereas the above methods apply equally to cellular materials with metal, ceramic or polymer solid phase, the use of magnetic resonance imaging is limited to polymers or open-cell ceramics filled with water.

3.2.1.2. Physics based microstructure generation. Considering man-made foams, different types of solids require different foaming techniques. For polymers, initial stages of foaming are based on growing and stabilization of gas bubbles introduced into the hot polymer \cite{266}. For metals, various liquid or solid state processes exist. For foaming processes composed of liquid and gas, the evolution of foams is about modeling the evolving gas-liquid interface through stages of bubble nucleation, bubble growth and cell wall thinning with drainage, topological changes with bubble wall rupture and consequent bubble coalescence.\footnote{Similar end geometries are also formed in food products made by frying starch containing biopolymers.} This requires simultaneous consideration of hydrodynamics, capillary forces and gravity \cite{500}. A macroscopic field discontinuity and a sharp fluid-gas interface which is moving in time create fundamental challenges in the simulation. The large and strongly evolving interface makes the numerical treatment with standard CFD methods very difficult. To this end, a lattice Boltzmann approach in the treatment of free surfaces is proposed by Körner et al. \cite{500}. Employment of underlying governing physics allows simulation of various experimentally observed complex phenomena such as: coarsening, solidification, drainage, self-organization in confined geometries, and avalanches.

A common method for modeling high quality nanoporous (open-cell) metallic microstructures is simulating the kinetics of phase evolution with phase separation during dealloying and coarsening via Ginzburg-Landau and Cahn-Hilliard equations \cite{501,284,285,502}. MD simulations constitute one widely used numerical method for the spinodal decomposition process \cite{287,288,503}.\footnote{All three sources used MD simulations for modeling spinodal decomposition, however, the initial RVEs were generated based on the lattice Monte Carlo method \cite{287}, reconstruction from nanotomography \cite{503} and phase field method \cite{288}.} Usually, ab initio calculations are used to attain potentials used in MD simulations \cite{504}. If a subsequent finite element analysis is planned with the developed microstructure, the point cloud data representing the atomic locations has to be converted to a solid model. Under certain circumstances, MD simulations are powerful substitutes of expensive experiments for determining effective properties of nanoporous metals, although the spatial and temporal scales in MD simulations are generally much smaller than those of the experiments \cite{505}. Especially, the nano-second temporal scale of this method results in high computational times for the simulation of the microstructure evolution by dealloying and coarsening. A more efficient method which allows predictions at the meso scale is the kinetic Monte Carlo method. Kinetic Monte Carlo simulations, like in the case of MD simulations, work with a computationally generated discrete lattice of atoms. Unlike MD, however, the kinetics of these atoms are ruled by stochastic rate laws for diffusion and dissolution \cite{506}. The kinetic Monte Carlo method has been successfully used to study the evolution of porosity during dealloying in, e.g., \cite{507-509}. Findings of kinetic Monte Carlo simulations are in agreement with high-resolution elemental mapping observations conducted in a transmission electron microscope \cite{509}.

A computationally even more efficient method of modeling phase-separation dynamics (i.e., phase-ordering dynamics of thermodynamically unstable phases) is the use of cell dynamical systems \cite{510,511,284} such as coupled maps and cellular automata (cf. Section 2.1.1.2).

3.2.1.3. Geometrical methods. Cellular materials such as nanoporous materials, foams, bone or microemulsions are non-particulate and, therefore, cannot be modeled as a distribution of cavities in a matrix \cite{61}. The simplest geometrical methods for agglomerates involve cell models. For regular and periodic structures, a periodic building constitutes the RVE. This is generally the case for metamaterials.

Metamaterials are man-made, usually periodically microstructured materials with at least one non-natural property such as negative electric permittivity or negative Poisson’s ratio. The overall properties are designed based on the material’s
microstructure in terms of its structure rather than composition. In this regard, the RVEs are all generated based on geometric modeling approaches.

An inverse opal metamaterial with a coating based on the inverse of an fcc crystal geometry is depicted in Fig. 39. This material possesses high specific strength and modulus which can be further extended by an optimized architecture offering tunable optical bandgaps and large-area fabrication simultaneously [512]. The geometry of the employed unit cell is set up via CAD techniques in ABAQUS. Bonding between the coating and the inverse opal structure is obtained via surface constraints.

The concept of metamaterials allows the design of novel properties in engineering materials on the basis of targeted manipulation of their microstructure [513]. In contrast to classical materials, auxetic materials show an increase in lateral dimensions when elongated leading to a negative Poisson’s ratio. Lakes [514] presented the first reported auxetic material produced from open-cell polymer foams leading to a foam with re-entrant (folding) structure. Rather than working with re-entrant structures, the bucklicrystals introduced by Babaee et al. [515] are based on instabilities leading to large geometric non-linearities due to elastic buckling and show a negative Poisson’s ratio. An ideal building block to design 3D auxetic metamaterials is provided by a unit cell which is capable of isotropic volume reduction [515]. These building blocks represent patterned spherical shells with different hole arrangements, a structure previously introduced as buckliball [516], see also Fig. 40. Only five patterns with 6, 12, 24, 30 and 60 holes are possible for the construction of RVEs of such crystals, leading to two symmetry groups: octahedral (6, 12, 24 holes) and icosahedral symmetry (30, 60 holes). The number of connection sites is limited as building blocks need to be attached to each other.

For example, the fcc RVE proposed by Babaee et al. [515] consists of one-eighth building blocks at each corner and half building blocks at the middle of all six faces, see Fig. 40(b). The collapse of every building block is promoted by mechanical instabilities leading to a volume reduction transforming the cubic RVE into a rectangular periodic parallelepiped RVE with ellipsoidal holes. In terms of the stress-strain behavior, bucklicrystals show a behavior typical for cellular solids: an initially linear elastic regime followed by almost a stress plateau. The behavior change is associated with a mechanism shift due to buckling.

3D metamaterials, in which the concept of buckling induced pattern switch is the physical basis for the negative Poisson’s ratio (extended to large strains), can be based on a very simple initial geometry [517,518]. The initial geometry is a cube in
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**Fig. 39.** Unit cell of inverse opal structure (SiO₂) with silica coating [512].

**Fig. 40.** (a) RVE of bucklicrystal with body-centered cubic symmetry. (b) RVE of bucklicrystal with face centered cubic symmetry. (c) Both structures are made of this anisotropic building block with 24 holes. Such RVEs were proposed by [515] and the initial bucklicrystals by [516].
which a cavity is created based on a hollow sphere. Controlled by the dimension of the sphere compared to that of the cube, fcc or simple cubic cells are created. The RVEs consist of eight building blocks leading, depending on the sphere’s radius, to either face-centered cubic (fcc) or simple cubic crystals. (a) Building block for a fcc cell; (b) RVE of a fcc cell. (c) Building block for a simple cubic cell. (d) RVE of a simple cubic cell. Structures constructed following the approach in [517].

The structure for auxetic materials introduced by [519] and presented in Fig. 42 allows for identical lateral and vertical contraction under load leading to a Poisson’s ratio of $-1$. It is based on a 2D model presented in [520]. The unit cell consists of square and triangular elements which are connected by very small internal connections and arranged with its mirror representations in a 3D checkerboard pattern. This pattern prevents undesired trivial modes of deformation, such as simple translation of the squares. The small cubes connecting the triangles, see Fig. 42(b), do not contribute to the mechanical behavior, however, are required for experimental measurements. The cubic unit cell as shown in Fig. 42(a) is geometrically

Fig. 41. The initial geometry design is based on creating a cavity within a cube based on spherical voids [517]. The RVEs consist of eight building blocks leading, depending on the sphere’s radius, to either face-centered cubic (fcc) or simple cubic crystals. (a) Building block for a fcc cell; (b) RVE of a fcc cell. (c) Building block for a simple cubic cell. (d) RVE of a simple cubic cell. Structures constructed following the approach in [517].

Fig. 42. 3D dilational metamaterial [519]. (a) Unit cell made of squares and triangles arranged in a checkerboard pattern. (b) 2D illustration of one plane of the unit cell to illustrate the relevant geometrical parameters: cubic lattice constant $a$, block size $b$, width of the holding element $w$, layer thickness $t$, holder length $h$ and connection size $d$. (c) Picture of additively manufactured macroscopic specimen of dilational metamaterial, consisting of $2 \times 2 \times 2$ unit cells. Figures reprinted from [519], under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0.

Fig. 43. 3D lattice structures for auxetic materials as proposed by Cabras and Brun [523]. (a) Unit cell of cubic lattice. (b) Unit cell of isotropic lattice where a system of additional diagonal elements (grey) is introduced into the cubic lattice.
modeled via the CAD COMSOL Kernel. Although this structure is 3D, their geometrical considerations are primarily 2D. The same holds for 3D auxetic structures of honeycomb type [521,522].

Cabras and Brun [523] presented another class of 3D lattice structures for auxetic materials exploiting the modification of omni-directional Poisson's ratios close to \(-1\). The proposed unit cells consist of slender cross-shaped elements which are linked at their central points and connected by trusses at their end points. A cubic, Fig. 43 (a), as well as an isotropic lattice, Fig. 43 (b), are constructed. The latter is obtained from the cubic one by introducing additional diagonal cross-shaped elements which are considered as Euler beams. The tesselated structure is generated in COMSOL with half of the unit cell shown in Fig. 43 (a). The final investigated cubic lattice consists of \(2 \times 2 \times 2\) unit cells. The joined elements at the central points are kinematically coupled in a way such that only homothetic expansion or contraction deformation modes are possible [523]. The cubic lattice leads only for some directions to negative Poisson's ratios. To overcome this limitation, diagonal beam elements as well as one additional lattice point in the center of the unit cell are added, leading to an isotropic auxetic lattice, see Fig. 43 (b). The beam elements are constrained such that they exhibit the same displacement at the central point, where a hinge was introduced. The topology of the microstructure in conjunction with the stiffness contrast of the used elements leads to an auxetic behavior close to the stability limit of the Poisson's ratio.

**Porous solids with random cellular structures:** By disregarding the inherently random cellular nature of the microstructure, the simplest approach seems to be the deterministic periodic unit (open-)cell-based idealizations. These involve heuristic constructions, see, e.g., Fig. 44, or constructions of (analytical) level surfaces, e.g., triply periodic minimal surface-based unit cells, Fig. 45. The oldest of such models is the so-called Kelvin model [524] which consists of a regular packing of tetra(kai) decahedra. Waire and Phelan [525] improved this model to involve different types of cells which are dodecahedra and tetradecahedra. The model of Gibson and Ashby [526,266] is among the most widely used idealized unit cells for metallic foams as well as nanoporous metals. Various proposals for alternatives were made since then: e.g., modified
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26 The periodic unit cells readily satisfy the requirements of a representative volume element if the underlying structure is also periodic, e.g., regular honeycombs.
rectangular unit cells [527,528] considering agglomeration of the mass in junctions or periodic diamond cubic unit cells [529]. However, as depicted in Fig. 44, mostly these idealizations involve ligaments with rectangular cross sections and discontinuous surface normals which do not meet reality.

As a remedy, triply periodic minimal surface-based open-cell structures can be used, see Fig. 45. Their smooth surfaces allow incorporation of theories accounting for surface curvature effects more realistically. Periodic unit cell idealizations constitute efficient, simple and tractable models which allow clarification of load carrying mechanisms along struts possibly with size effects. However, they fail to reflect some of the crucial morphological and mechanical characteristics of nanoporous metals. On the morphological part, nanoporous metal microstructures are usually formed as a highly disordered and random network of nanosized ligaments. In experiments, their mechanical response is usually observed to be (statistically) isotropic without any preferred directions. On the contrary, the structures depicted in Fig. 44 show cubic anisotropy with high polarity in terms of their directional dependence of Young’s modulus.

One way to circumvent this problem is to involve a large number of cells, each with a form of stochastic disorder: cell ligament misalignments by using perturbed junction locations [530], missing ligaments or cells through sequential inhibition or non-uniformly distributed ligament diameters. The crucial role of disorder introduced into ligament networks formed of initially cubic building blocks was reported in [531]. Polygonal-like or polyhedral-like shapes are studied in [532,533] considering statistical distributions.

A more systematic method in forming stochastic (as well as deterministic) cells is through Voronoi tessellation (cf. Section 2.1.1.3). In applications to open-cell structures, cell walls are disregarded and only cell edges are considered. For closed-cell structures, walls are also considered. Random distribution of the previously regular lattice points result in random cell structures. Some noteworthy applications of Voronoi tessellations for generating cellular material microstructures include [534–537]. Based on distance and level set functions, a geometric method for generating open- and closed-cell material microstructures is presented in [538]. The method uses random tessellations constructed from random inclusion packings and allows modeling of disordered foams making use of arbitrary-shaped tessellations. The latter can degenerate in a Voronoi tessellation under special conditions, see Fig. 46 for various closed-cell microstructures formed with this method.

In Gaussian random field approaches, the free-surface of the load bearing phase is defined by level cuts of random fields [4]. In this context, the steps for generating random field-based bicontinuous microstructures are identical to those listed in Section 2.2.3. The only difference here is the substitution of pores for a second solid phase in random bicontinuous composites. The porous microstructures developed by this method are static. Compared to models relying on molecular dynamics simulations of the spinodal decomposition process, leveled wave models prove to be far more efficient by generating such complicated microstructures in relatively short times (few minutes). Besides, usually the mathematical expression defining the random field not only allows a priori definition of the desired phase volume fraction, but also the analytical computation of many topological properties for the generated level cuts, e.g., average Gaussian curvature and the probability distribution for the mean curvature [299,539,296].

Except for the ones relying on Voronoi tessellation, the bicontinuous microstructures considered so far require discretization with three dimensional continuum finite elements. The efficiency level can be increased making use of appropriate beam finite elements. Here, formulations accounting for the shear deformation mode should be considered along with agglomeration of the mass in junctions and associated stiffness increase. It is possible, using the medial axis transformation, to find an equivalent beam network for triply periodic microstructures with level set approximations and the ones generated using random fields, see Fig. 47(c).
3.2.2. Matrix-dilute pore systems

Matrix-dilute pore material systems consist of a matrix material which contains isolated voids. The source of dilute pores can be natural or synthetic. As examples of dilute pore systems one can speak of most metallic alloys with casting defects in the form of micro- or macro-voids of various sizes and shapes. Microvoids nucleate at dislocation pile-ups or through inclusion debonding on the course of mechanical loading whose continuation leads to void growth until void coalescence as a precursor to material failure [540–542]. In this respect, dilute voids in metallic alloys tend to decrease stiffness, strength, and ductility of the material. There are circumstances, however, where dilute pores have a positive influence on certain material characteristics and, thus, are intentionally introduced into the material. Nanoporous metallic glasses are an example for such a positive influence of dilute voids [543] where, e.g., a transition from a catastrophic fracture by localization into a single dominant shear band to a homogeneous plastic flow mediated by a proliferation of shear bands occurs. Another example are architected materials with periodically introduced dilute pores of various shapes and sizes. Dilute pore systems, where the porosity can be as low as 1%, feature large band gaps, that is, frequency ranges with strong wave attenuation, a property which is crucial in vibration control [544].

3.2.2.1. Microstructure reconstruction from experimental data. With their relatively stiffer structure as compared to open-cell foams, dilute pore systems allow conventional serial sectioning methods without any need for polymer infiltration. Those methods are described in Sects. 2.1.1.1 and 2.3.1. Depending on their densities, matrix-dilute pore systems can also be ideal candidates for X-ray microtomography with low overall absorption of the X-rays. With increasing density, the thickness of the samples may need to be limited. Also, the characteristic size of the dilute pores should comply with the resolution

![Fig. 47. Open-cell material microstructures developed by leveled-Gaussian random field model with (a) 20% and (b) 50% solid phase volume fraction. RVEs are generated based on the approach of Soyarslan et al. [296]. (c) Homotopic medial axis skeletonization-based beam-FE model for the leveled-Gaussian random field model with 50% solid phase volume fraction [566,567].](image1)

![Fig. 48. Excessive and stable void growth in starch containing biopolymers during frying. As a consequence, a substantial relative density reduction is observed where the matrix-dilute pore system evolves into a cellular material with closed-cell structure.](image2)
threshold of the utilized X-ray microtomography method. As an example, using in situ X-ray computer tomography, growth and coalescence of embedded arrays of holes, with respective sizes of 10 μm and 40 μm, in pure copper and Glidcop are investigated in [545].

3.2.2. Physics based microstructure generation. In matrix-dilute pore systems, pores form during casting or irradiation-induced long-term diffusion and clustering of surviving point defects [546]. Like the case of nanoporous open-cell metallic microstructures, molecular dynamics simulations prove convenient in modeling physical mechanisms of generation and interaction of irradiation defects [547]. Moreover, like in grain growth and recrystallization, the phase field method is frequently used in homogeneous and heterogeneous void and gas bubble evolutions, including gas bubble nucleation and growth [548] and void lattice formation [549]. Moreover, kinetic [550] and object kinetic Monte Carlo methods [551] are among possible modeling techniques for modeling irradiation induced long-time defect evolution, as reviewed in [546].

Under mechanical loading, driven by internal pressurization of pores, and, thus, excessive and stable void growth, matrix-dilute pore systems can evolve into cellular materials with closed-cell microstructures. For instance, during frying starch-containing biopolymers, rapid growth of starch containing voids is observed, see Fig. 48 for simulations of this process. The stability of emerging cell walls even after excessive void growth is due to the strengthening with elongated molecular chains of biopolymer bulk. For metallic materials, void growth only continues up to a critical porosity threshold. Once this threshold is met, the material fails with intervoid linking and rapid void coalescence.
3.2.2.3. Geometrical methods. Since dilute pore systems have a particulate nature, the pores can be modeled by the distribution of non-overlapping cavities. Thus, geometrical methods for RVE generation of this class comply with those listed in Section 2.3.3 on particle reinforced composites. On the other hand, open-cell agglomerates are of nonparticulate nature and, therefore, cannot be modeled as a distribution of overlapping cavities. However, it is possible to generate void structures of a typical foam material by injection of ellipsoid-like voids into a 3D matrix until reaching a desired void volume fraction using random sequential adsorption algorithms [552]. Here, the anisotropy of the final microstructure can be controlled considering the aspect ratio as well as the orientation of the injected ellipsoids, see, e.g., Fig. 49.

3.3. Aggregates

As aggregates, we consider unconsolidated, non-rigid, more-or-less loosely packed assemblages of individual particles where the particles are surrounded by a network of interparticle voids\(^{28}\) whose volume fraction may be as large as 80% [554]. These particles are called granules. Their gathering forms a granular body whose deformation amounts to a granular flow. Aggregates represent a broad category of coarse particulate materials including sand, rice, gravel, crushed stone, slag, recycled concrete and geosynthetic aggregates. Aggregates may be used as reinforcing components in composite materials such as concrete and asphalt concrete (cf. Section 2.3).

Effective properties of granular bodies depend on the size, shape and manner of packing of the granules under frictional contact. The network of the contacting particles forms the load carrying skeleton, and thus, constitutes the fundamental difference of the granular bodies from suspensions [553]. Considering contact mechanisms among granules schematically depicted in Fig. 50, a microstructural classification (according to [555]) of binary granular soils is possible. Here, contacting elements dominating the force transmission are taken as the main criterion considering just two sizes of perfectly circular granules. In reality, size and shape of the granules can vary drastically.

3.3.1. Microstructure reconstruction from experimental data

Since aggregates are unconsolidated loosely packed assemblages, they do not constitute ideal candidates for serial sectioning. However, specimen preparation with infiltration with cross-linked epoxy facilitates cutting and polishing and, thus, microscopic examination by serial sectioning. Application of the method for SEM analysis for Portland cement particles is found in [556]. Like many porous materials, the aggregate’s high porosity content is a source of a desired density contrast which makes them ideal for X-ray computer tomography, see, e.g., [557]. This method allows investigation of aggregates with various granule sizes in general in a non-destructive manner as far as sufficient resolution is rendered by the utilized technology (cf. Section 3.2.1.1).

3.3.2. Physics based microstructure generation

Discrete element simulation of the locomotion of aggregates, as in the case of mechanical contraction or drop-and-roll as presented in Section 2.3.2 constitutes the physics simulation based modeling of the emerging microstructures. Since the physics simulation only aims at generating the microstructural layout, cohesive, cataclastic, thermal or rate effects are disregarded and the particles are assumed as rigid with omission of granule deformation. For noteworthy applications of discrete element method in 3D particle discharge and packing under gravitational forces, see, e.g. [558–560].

---

\(^{28}\) We assume that the interstitial medium between the granules is void. However, granular bodies exist where the interstitial medium is fluid or solid with a weaker strength [553]. Moreover, in reality, the particles may or may not be porous at the scale of interest. This condition may require distinguishing intraparticle and interparticle voids [421].
3.3.3. Geometrical methods

Like in the case of physics-based methods, geometrical methods for granular distributions follow closely collective rearrangement algorithms which are presented for matrix-inclusion materials in Section 2.3.3. These methods are generally referred to as granular packing algorithms. Thus, a stability check for the generated microstructure is not considered. There have been various attempts in this direction in the literature. In the Monte Carlo spherical packing method, a set of randomly generated spheres are expanded gradually until contact is detected [557]. If possible, the spheres, positions are rearranged to allow further granule growth. This procedure is pursued until the desired void volume fraction is achieved. Fig. 51 depicts a demonstration of the method. Although spherical granules are depicted in this figure, the method can be extended to various polyhedral shapes.

A Monte Carlo approach to generate random packing of spherical particles obeying an a priori defined distribution is presented in He et al. [561]. Overlaps are first allowed, but later eliminated in a relaxation iteration.

An algorithm on packing of convex particles with diverse shapes and sizes in 3D including particle-particle and particle-container wall contact detection is given in [562], see Fig. 52. The authors use a Monte Carlo based approach, consisting of a system generation process, a system packing process, and a system shaking process. Unlike the previously defined method in which packing was due to gradual granule growth, this method delivers packing through sinking of smaller granules towards the bottom of the container with iterative position updating, a step similar to mechanical contraction. Finally, a geometry-based system shaking process takes place to improve the densification.

A statistical approach on how to determine representative volumes of granular materials is published in [563].

4. Summary

Many natural heterogeneous materials are ubiquitous in engineering applications due to their extraordinary mechanical properties featuring seemingly contrasting attributes of light weight and high strength and/or stiffness. With today’s manufacturing and processing techniques, it is possible to not only produce synthetic counterparts but also to tailor the emerging microstructures - and, hence, the material’s local as well as effective properties, whether it be damage-tolerance, thermal or electrical conductivity, stiffness or hardness, of the material - for intended use. In this respect, in addition to the individual properties of the constituent(s) and their interfaces making up the heterogeneous material, their morphological and
topological features play a substantial role. An accurate quantification of structure-property relationships in natural as well as synthetic materials inevitably requires numerical simulation along with experimental characterization. The need for an RVE, as the smallest volume of the material which allows efficient computation of effective macroscopic properties (such as elastic stiffness, conductivity or permeability) as well as insight into damage and/or fracture behavior, emerges at this stage. In this study, we review RVE generation techniques for heterogeneous solids.

The reference list in this review is by no means exhaustive. Nevertheless, it constitutes a comprehensive collection of relevant up-to-date techniques for generating 3D RVEs for a broad class of materials including polycrystals with grain and lamellar microstructures, matrix-inclusion composites with particle and long fiber reinforcements, woven and non-woven fabrics, cellular materials, matrix dilute pore systems and aggregates. For each microstructure class, methods relying on microstructure reconstruction from experimental data, physics based methods aiming at simulation of physical process(es) liable for microstructure formation and geometrical methods aiming at mimicking the material’s morphology disregarding the underlying physics of microstructure development, are considered. These methods are critically reviewed considering their efficiency and accuracy to benefit scientists who are conducting research on microstructured materials and their behavior characterization and prediction.
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